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Title/Topic                                                  Author Location 
  
 
Location Code: B-(followed by a number)= General Collection; CF=Clipping File; 
KH (Followed by a number)=Keith Hook Collection; N/N=NAACP/NUL Collection; 
NC=Neighborhood Collection; OH=Oral History Collection; O=Oversized  
 
Title/Subject       Author   Location 
A 
ACLS (American Council of Learned Societies) Newsletters   B1 
Access to Opportunity     Porth, R  B8a 
Address       Gilman, D  B4  
(Delivered @ Opening of Ct Industrial School for Girls) 
Adriaen’s Landing      Dixon, S  B3a 
Adriaen’s Landing and Retnschler Field Prospectus Material   O3 
Aetna Corp       Hassler, et al  B7 
Aids/Latinos (newsletter from 1993)      B1 
African Americans: 
 African American History: Legacy     B1 
 African American Issues       CF 
 African American Press       B1 
 African Americans and N. Americans in Htfd Beeching, B  B2 
 African Americans Work in NE Grant App    B1 
 Association for the Study of Af-Am Life and History (ASLAH)  B1 
 Autobiography…Black American in White Soc. Saunders, E  B9 
Black Experience in Windsor, CT   Hinckley, M  B7 
 Black Hartford 1843-60    Buffalo & Clay B2 
 Black Hartford’s Print Protest   Close, S  B3 
 Black Seamen and the Federal Courts  Smith, G  B10 
 Black Seamen in Northern States 1800-60 Bolster, J  B2 
 Black Society in Antebellum New York  Hodges, G  B7 
 Blacks in Connecticut    White, D  B11 
 Civil War African-American Soldiers fr. Htfd Fannon, P  B4 
 Civil War-Black Soldiers       B3 
 Connecticut Afro-American Historical Society    B3a 
 Connecticut Minorities       CF 
 CPTV—Black Hartford Documentary     B3a 
 From Johny Cakes to Watermelon  Quinn, P  B9 
Hartford Black History Project #1 of 2: information, 2 texts;  B5 
  Struggle from the Start 
  Hartford’s Black History 
 Hartford’s African American Teachers  Smith, T  B10 
 Hartford’s Black History Project #2 of 2:     B5 
  Correspondence, brochures, newsclippings    
Hartford’s Black Soldiers of World War I  Jones, M  B8 
Master Finding Aid for Hartford Studies Project Collection 
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 Hartford Blacks     Zulowski, P  B11 
Hartford’s NAACP and Civil Rights   Close, S  B3 
Hartford Studies Project: Black History Project    B6 
Life and Death of Joseph Watson   Pennybacker, S B8a 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) 
  Annual Branch Archives, Connecticut (NAACP-II-C-265) N/N 
  Biographical Files, Hartford (NAACP-II-C-24)   N/N 
  Civil Rights, CT (NAACP-I-C-224)     N/N 
  General Administrative File, Labor-Colt (NAACP-II-A-333) N/N 
  General Office File-Housing (NAACP-II-A-308)   N/N 
  Geographic Files, Hartford 1940-1943 (NAACP-II-C-24) N/N 
Geographic Files, Hartford 1948-1950 (NAACP-II-C-23) N/N 
Geographic Files, Hartford 1951-1955 (NAACP-II-C-24) N/N 
  Hartford, 1912-1920 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, 1921-1922 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, 1923-1924 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, 1925-1927 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, 1928-1930 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, 1931 (NAACP-I-G-30)     N/N 
  Hartford, Jan-Dec 1932 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, Jan-Dec 1933 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, Jan-Dec 1934 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, Jan-Dec 1935 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, Jan-Nov 1936 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, Jan-Dec 1937 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, Jan-Dec 1938 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, Jan-Oct 1939 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Labor Cases, Connecticut (NAACP-II-A-343)   N/N 
  Labor Party (NAACP-I-C-394)     N/N 
  Membership Files, Bridgeport and Htfd (NAACP-II-C-249) N/N 
  Schools, Connecticut (NAACP-II-B-136)    N/N 
Suffrage (NAACP-I-C-407)      N/N 
Negro Population of Hartford, 2 unbound  Johnson, C  O6 
Negro Population of Hartford, 3 bound copies Johnson, C  O6 
Negro Week Fundraiser 
1 of 2: Correspondence, Testimonial Dinner program  KH2 
2 of 2: Newsclippings      KH2 
 Noah Webster and the Anti-Slavery Movement Chapman, W R B2 
Northend and African Americans   Jacobs, J  B7 
Outlaw Culture in Black Neighborhoods  Naison, M  B8a 
 Philadelphia Negro     Dubois  B3a 
 Primus Papers     Beeching, B  B2 
 Profiles of Black Churches    Hays, K  B7 
 Remembering CT: African American Militias Brecher, J  B2 
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 Remembering CT: Integration of Schools Brecher, J  B2 
 Remembering Rebecca Primus   Beeching, B  B2 
Slave Governors in Hartford   Johnson, E  B8 
 Somewhat More Independent   White, S  B11 
 Suffrage (NAACP-I-C-407)       N/N 
 Trinity Black Student Sit-In—1968     B10 
Ties that Bind (Black migration to Hartford) Close, S  B3 
Dr J Watrus and Prince Saunders   Snyder, K  B10 
 (Saunders was the first teacher for the black school in  
Colchester, CT) 
What Would America be like Without Blacks? Ellison, R  B4 
Allen, The; A Memoir     Grant, E  O7 
American Historical Association (AHA) 
 Perspectives: American Historical Association Newsletter  B8a 
American School for the Deaf Moves to W. Hartford Dros, C  B3a 
Amistad          B1 
Anatomy of the Whalers     Pio, J   B8a 
Ancestors and Immigrants A Changing N.E Tradition Solomon, B  O8 
Ancient Burial Ground        B1 
 Guidebook: Ancient Burial Ground (text and map)   O5 
Anderson, Bertha: 
 OHP-Bertha Anderson Interview      OH 
Anglo, Black, Latino Women’s in Tampa’s Prog. Mvts Hewitt, N  B7 
Atheneum and Chick Austen    Sasinski, M  B9 
Antiprostitution Reform and Public Space in Htfd Baldwin, P  B1 
Antiquarian and Landmarks Society      B1 
Appendix: Housing Problems/Increased Pop in Htfd    B1 
Architecture-Hartford        B1 
Art: 
 Atheneum and Chick Austen   Sasinski, M  B9 
 Artists Collective        B1 
 Church, Frederick E: 
Frederick E Church in Hartford  Finney, J  B4 
Entress, Albert: 
 Albert Entress: Master of Detail  Runkle, J  B9 
Image Creation in Armsmear   Schmidt, D  B9 
 Minorities and Fine Arts Museums in US  Marzio, P  B8 
 Museum of the Modern: Building the Avery… Mongeon, R  B8a 
Poetics and Politics of Hispanic Art  Livingston&Beards.. B8 
Real Artways (RAW)—Hartford      B9 
 Wadsworth Atheneum       B11 
 WPA in Connecticut (Murals)      B11 
 Warfare (two papers on art during WWII) Ceglio, C  B2 
Art of Society in Hartford     Norman, E  B8a 
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Ashe, Harry 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2     OH 
Asher, Robert: 
 Connecticut Workers and Technological Change   O7 
Association for the Study of Connecticut History (ASCH)   B1 
Auerbach, Beatrice Fox: 
Beatrice Fox Auerbach    Wheeler, S  B11 
Austen, Chick: 
 Atheneum and Chick Austen   Sasinski, M  B9 
Chick Austen —A presentation   Anon   B1 
Austen Organs—Past and Present    Behl, A  B2 
Autobiography…Black American in White Society Saunders, E  B9 
Avery Memorial Wing of the Wadsworth Atheneum: 
 Museum of the Modern: Building the Avery… Mongeon, R  B8a 
 
B 
Baghdadi, R; Photos of Hartford, May 2000 (for exhibition)   O2 
Baghdadi, R; Copies of historic photos      O2 
Baseball in Hartford      Corbiel, A  B3a 
Barlow, Boce: 
 Oral History Project with Boce Barlow, Jr Gordon, A   B4 
Beecher, Catherine:  
Catherine Beecher      Sklar, K  B10 
  (Excerpts from: Catherine Beecher: A Study in Domesticity) 
 C E B and Harriet Beecher Stowe   Snider, R  B10 
From Benevolence to Women’s Rights  Field, K   B4 
  (Catherine Beecher, Virginia thrall Smith, and Mary Hall) 
Bell, Deborah 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2     OH 
Bilingual Education      Lopez, R  B8 
Black Bostonians      Horton, J and L O7  
Black Experience in Windsor, CT    Hinckley, M  B7 
Black Hartford 1843-60     Buffalo & Clay B2 
Black Hartford’s Print Protest    Close, S  B3 
Black Seamen and the Federal Courts   Smith, G  B10 
Black Seamen in Northern States 1800-60  Bolster, J  B2 
Black Society in Antebellum New York   Hodges, G  B7 
Blade, Gladys: 
 OHP-Gladys Blade Interview      OH 
Blue Hills:  
 Neighborhood Tipping: Blue Hills   Jones, D  B8 
Board of Charity Commissioners 
 Report of, c. 1896-7       B9 
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Boy with Hoe  (A collection of Poems, c. 1904)  Granniss, A  B4 
Brainard, John 
Case, Lockwood and Brainard, Htfd Printers Makala, J  B8 
Bremmer, Joanna 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2     OH 
Bridge that Divides, The     Elder, C  B4 
Bringing the Servants Back     Gorman, K  B4 
Biulding Bridges: The Emerging Grassroots…  Breecher, J  O7 
Bulkeley, Morgan: 
 Morgan Bulkeley/Hartford Dark Blues BB Team Hotchkiss, C  B7 
Bulkeley Bridge      Merchant, A  B8 
Bulkeley Stadium      Hausmann, N B7 
Burial of the Park River     Craig, C  B3a 
Burlington Public Library        B2 
Bushnell, Horace: 
 Postage Stamp Project    McGurk, B  B8 
Bushnell Memorial Hall 
 Bushnell Memorial Hall    Norton, K  B8a 
Bushnell Park         B2 
Bushnell Park      Hallisey, M  B5 
Bushnell Park      Jones, T  B8 
Butler-McCook Home, Main St       B2 
Bushnell Park Homeless Interviews   Weiss, C  B11 
By Their Markers Ye Shall Know Them   Hosley, W  O7 
 
C  
Can Separate be Equal?     Traub, J  B10 
Canino, Cheryl 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2     OH 
Capitol Region (2 Folders)        B2 
Capitol Region Education Council (CREC) Annual Meeting Report  B3a 
Caribbean Bridge to Brooklyn, A    Maynard, J  B8 
Caroll, Mary (former director of Project Concern) 
OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2     OH 
 (Also present Nessa Orum) 
Case, Newton 
Case, Lockwood and Brainard, Htfd Printers Makala, J  B8 
Catholic Parishes in Hartford       B2 
Cedar Hill Cemetery      Shuttle, M  B10 
Cedar Hill Cemetery Photos (digital prints)  Arneth, H  B1 
Cemeteries: 
 Ancient Burial Ground       B1  
 Cedar Hill Cemetery (Collection of docs pertaining to cemetery) B2 
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 Cedar Hill Cemetery     Shuttle, M  B10  
 Cedar Hill Cemetery Photos (digital prints) Arneth, H  B1 
 Hartford Cemeteries       B6 
 Old North (Paper and Photos—2 folders)  Arneth, H  B1 
 Old North, CT Trust Paperwork for  Arneth, H  B1 
Censorship in Hartford     Thompson, M B10 
Center for New England Culture (University of New Hampshire-UNH)  B2 
Chamber of Commerce-1980s (Hartford)      B2 
Chapman, H P: 
 Evolution of a research Project: My Hartford Schmidt, D  B9  
Chapman Musical Manuscript Coll-HPL (finding aid)    B2 
Charities: 
 Late 19th Century Charity    Barhydt, H  B1 
Charter Oak 
Charter Oak, The     Bliss, S  B2 
Charter Oak Cultural Center       B3 
Charter Oak Temple      Rivera, L  B9 
Charter Oak Terrace: Life, Death and Rebirth…  Radcliffe, D  O8 
Charter Revision #1: 1984        B3 
Charter Revision #2: 1992        B3 
Charter Revision 1992 Commission Report     B3 
Cheap Amusements (excerpts only)   Piess, K  B8a 
Cheney Building, The     Edwards, J  B4 
Childhood Asthma and Hartford    McGovern  B7 
  In folder: Health and Human Rights Papers 
Children-Hartford         B3 
Chinese TV Documentary        B3 
Church Farm, Ashford, Donnecticut      B3 
Church, Frederick Edwin: 
 Frederick E Church in Hartford   Finney, J  B4 
Churches: 
 Catholic Parishes in Hartford      B2 
Church of the Good Sheppard   Stangle, S  B10 
 Race and Episcopal Church 1888—J Greene Conrad, B  B3a 
 St Monica’s Episcopal Church   Holstead, J  B7  
 Talcott Street Church    Walker, E  B11 
City Beautiful, Hartford 1890-1920   Burfrind, M  B2 
Circus Fire: See Hartford Circus Fire 
Circus Fire       Bell, P   B2 
Circus Fire, The      O’Nan, S  O8 
Cities Fit for People      Kirgar, U  O7 
Cities Program 
 Cities # 1 of 4: Athens       B3 
 Cities # 2 of 4: Bandaras part 1      B3 
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 Cities #3 of 4: Bandaras part 2      B3 
 Cities # 4 of 4: Civic; 1996 summary     B3 
 Cities Curriculum # 1 of 4: General part 1    B3 
 Cities Curriculum # 2 of 4: General part 2    B3 
 Cities Curriculum # 3 of 4: Hartford     B3 
 Cities Curriculum # 4 of 4: San Juan and Ponce   B3 
Cities without Suburbs     Rusk, D  O8 
City Manager Government in Hartford   Magazine, C  B8 
Civic Center        Herman, D  B7 
Civic Club       Donahue, B  B3a 
Civil War African-American Soldiers from Htfd  Fannon, P  B4 
Civil War-Black Soldiers        B3 
Civilian Review of Police-Hartford c. 1980     B3 
Clemmons, Samuel (Mark Twain): 
 Mark Twain in Hartford    Clemmons, S  B10 
 Misc. Articles/Short Stories    Clemmons, S  B10 
Clubbing in Hartford     Shannon, E  B9 
Clubs: 
 Civic Club      Donahue, B  B3a 
 Grand Army in Hartford      Fenton, D  B4 
 Hartford Motherhood Club 1898-1921  Bielinski, M  B2 
 Saturday Morning Club of Hartford, 1876 Wilbur, D  B11 
Comic Book Censorship     Goldstein, A  B4 
Colt, Samuel: 
Samuel Colt       Pearlman, P  B8a 
Colt-Armsmear        B3 
Image Creation in Armsmear   Schmidt, D  B9 
Colt Exhibit mini catalogue (for Wadsworth Exhibition)    B3 
Colt Firearms: 
 Colt and Hartford     DiCenzo, D  B3a 
 Colt Armory in Hartford: the Legend Lives Dempsy, J  B3a 
 Colt Firearms      Armstrong, S  B1 
 Colt Firearms Co.     Jacobson, S  B7 
 Colt M16 in Vietnam    Estella, K  B4 
 General Administrative File, Labor-Colt (NAACP-II-A-333)  N/N 
 Hartford and Mass Production (Colt, Weed) Young, R  B11 
 Women at Colt and Travelers   Wilson, T  B11 
Communications and Media in Connecticut  Scabine, C  B9 
 (re: Hartford Courant/Hartford Times) 
Community Policing      Wasliewski, S B11 
Connecticut Afro-American Historical Society     B3a 
Connecticut Center for School Change “The Unexamined Remedy”  B3a 
Connecticut Communities Working to Provide Pathways from Poverty O5 
Connecticut Coordinating Committee for Promotion of History  B3a 
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Connecticut Freedom Trail        B3a 
Connecticut Historical Commission      B3a 
Connecticut Historical Society (CHS)      B3a 
Connecticut History         O2 
 V 35 #1; V 36 #1, #2; V 37 #2; V 38 #1; V 39 #2 
Connecticut History and Culture: Historical Overview    O7 
CHS Collections (finding aids to the collection)     B3a 
Connecticut Humanities Council       B3a 
Connecticut Industrial History    Clouette & Roth B3 
Connecticut Libraries and Repositories (policies, etc.)    B3a 
CT Munitions/Butcher’s Bill from WWI   Berizzi, S  B2 
Connecticut Metropatterns        O5 
Connecticut Metropatterns        O9 
Connecticut Museums        B3a 
Connecticut Out of Wedlock Survey c. 1916  Langton, M  B8 
Connecticut “People Who Made a Difference” (OHS project)   B3a 
Connecticut Policy and Economic Council (CPEC) report: Htfd   B3a 
Connecticut Politics c. 1992-4 (See also: Keith Hook collection)  B3a 
Connecticut Public Television (CPTV): 
 CPTV—Black Hartford Documentary     B3a 
Connecticut River, The     Menoyo, S  B8 
Connecticut River, The     Reder, B  B9 
Connecticut State Library (CSL)       B3a 
CSL Archive Guides        B3a 
Connecticut State Library/Court Building   Corrigan, D  B3a 
Connecticut, State of: 
 State Reports: 
  Facts about the Status of Women     O4 
  Judicial: Community Court Session, c. 1998-2002  O4 
  Judicial: Program Performance Inventory, c. 2001  O4 
  Judicial: Study of Caseloads in Bridgeport and Htfd, c. 1995 O4 
  Register and Manual, c. 1998     O5 
Connecticut Technical Museum Proposal      B3a 
Connecticut Trolley Company    Schreck, T  B9 
Connecticut Workers and Technical Change  Asher, R  O7 
Connecticut’s Changed Political Systems   McKee, C  B8 
Constitution Plaza History        B3a 
Corporation for Research and Educational Networking (CREN)  B3a 
Cortessa, Frank 
 OHP-Frank Cortessa Interview      OH 
Courant/Times on 1969 Riots    Heidenis, C  B7 
Course Pack: 
 History of Hartford, Spring 2002; vol 1     O6 
 History of Hartford, Spring 2002; vol 2     O6 
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 Cities Program, Past and Present, Fall, 2005; vol 1   O6 
Course Reading (??): 
 Negro Population of Hartford, c. 1921; 2 unbound copies  O6 
 Negro Population of Hartford, c. 1921; 3 bound copies  O6 
Cramer, Sarah 
 OHP-Sarah Cramer Interview      OH 
CREN Report          O9 
Crime:  
 19th Century Juvenile Crime   Wilbur, D  B11 
Crime in Hartford 1956-1966   Vasscur, D  B11 
Juvenile Detention in Hartford   Bradley, C  B2 
Crisis and Political Beliefs: …Colt Firearms Strike Lendler, M  O7 




 OHP-Eddie Davis Interview       OH 
De Beatham, Lorraine 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2     OH 
Decade of Change: Puerto Rican Politics in Hartford Cruz, J  B3a 
Decentralization in the Htfd. Met. Reg. 1900-2000 Baird & Garrick B1  
Depression in Hartford     Burgess, R  B2 
DeSant, Antoine      Calabretta, F  B2 
Development of Connecticut Highways   Estella, K  B4 
Digital History      Rosenzweig, et al O8 
Diocese of Springfield/Abandonment of Inner City Kelly, R  B8 
Discrimination, Segregation, and Riots   Tateosian, N  B10 
Dr J Watrus and Prince Saunders    Snyder, K  B10 
Domesticating the Street     Baldwin, P 
Downtown Development Plans       O9 
Downtown Redevelopment     Cohen, A  B3 
Dwight School Visit to Trinity College, 1996     B3a 
 
E 
East Windsor Conversion (18th Century)   Anonymous  B1 
Education and Psychology-HPHS c. 1924   Feingold, G  B4 
Effect & Condition at Racially Integ/Isolated Schools Blacklaw, N  B2 
Effectiveness of ‘Success for All’—HPS   Forshaw, L  B4 
Eight Hour Low      Ruetenauer, R B9 
Elkey, Donald 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2     OH 
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Elkey, John 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2     OH 
Eight Hours for What We Will    Rosenzweig, R B9 
Employee Interest in Affordable Housing in Hartford’s South End  O5 
Empowerment Zones (Harlem and Bridgeport)  Lifschultz, A  B8 
Enterprising Communities: Community Based Development in America O8 
Ethnic Groups in Hartford: 
Cape Verdians in Connecticut   Williamson, L  B11 
Caribbean Bridge to Brrooklyn   Maynard, J  B8 
Chinese TV Documentary       B3 
Co-Evolution in an Outlying Ethnic Community Bacstrand, J  B1 
Connecticut Ethnic Survey    Anker, L  B1 
Hartford’s Poles     Najzieja, J  B8a 
History of Puerto Rican Community in Htfd Pawlowski, R  B8a 
Immigrant Settlements in CT, 1938  Koeing, S  B8 
Italian Immigrants—2 Families   Gesualdi, S  B4 
Minorities and Fine Arts Museums in US  Marzio, P  B8 
Puerto Rican Awards Dinner 2001 program    B9 
Puerto Rican Migration into Park Street  Hall, K   B5 
Puerto Ricans: Immigrants and Migrants  Rodriguez, C  B9 
Stmt of Htfd: Social Reform & Americanization Dunn, S  B3a 
West Indian Farm in Hartford   Duff, K  B3a 
West Indian Hartford    Allison, A  B1 
WPA Ethnic Study     Eudy, J  B4 
Evolution of Phoenix     Harris, C  B5  
Exhibits with a Pulse     Cole, M  B3 
 
F 
Fighting for the City      Cruz, J  B3a 
First Church of Christ, Cromwell, Connecticut  O’Neil, P  B8a 
Flagg Road, #11, West Hartford    McGann, M  B8 
Flamion, Leo 
 OHP-Leo Flamion Interview      OH 
Fortress LA” from City of Quartz    Davis, M  B3a 
Food Pricing in Hartford        B4 
Fortunato, Rose 
 OHP-Rose Fortunato Interview      OH 
Frog Hollow       Champagne, A B2 
From Johny Cakes to Watermelon   Quinn, P  B9 
From the Steeple      Andersson, T  B1 
Front Street/Meetinghouse Alley    Magazine, C  B8 
Furek, Robert 
 OHP-Robert Furek Interview      OH 
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 OHP-Mary Gaddy Interview      OH 
Gangs        Sarmieno, T  B9 
Getting their Share: Irish and Italian Immigrants… Clouette, B  O8 
Goodwin, Francis: 
 Altruism and Architecture-Francis Goodwin Schmidt, D  B9 
Gonzalez, Eloise 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2     OH 
Griffin, Geroge: 
George Griffin, Mark Twain’s Butler  Gorman, K  B4 
Green, J—Race and Episcopal Church 1888  Conrad, B  B3a 
Greene, Kim 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2     OH 
Greater Hartford Grows     Freeman, A  B4 
Guidebook: 
 Ancient Burial Ground (Text and Map)     O5 
 Connecticut Heritage Tours      O5 
 Explore Hartford (2 copies)      O5 
 Giudebook to Greater Hartford (part 1)-3 copies   O5 
 Guidebook to Greater Hartford (part 2)-1 copy    O5 
 Historical Hartford Collections, c. 1976 (reprint of 19th c. text) O5 
 Hartford, Its People and Places      O5 
 Hartford neighborhood Centers      O5 
 History of Hartford Streets (2 copies)     O5 
 Lowell, History of an Industrial City (Lowell, Mass)   O5 
 19th Century Images of Hartford      O5 
 19th Century Parks of Hartford (1983 reprint of 19th c. text)  O5 
 Our Lady of Sorrows Church Centenary, c. 1987   O5 
 Underground Railroad in New England     O5 
 Washington Street (vintage publication on the street)   O5 
Guides: 
 Harriet Beecher Stowe House      O5 
Map to Cedar Hill Cemetery—reprint of vintage map (9 copies) O5 
 Mark Twain House        O5 
Guy, Loren 




From Benevolence to Women’s Rights  Field, K   B4 
  (Catherine Beecher, Virginia thrall Smith, and Mary Hall) 
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 A Woman of Goodwill    Utz, A   B10 
Hamilton, Chastity Rodriguez 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2     OH 
Hannah, Jay 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2     OH 
H.A.R.T.: 
 People’s History (flyer advertizing text)     B5 
Hartford and the Connecticut Economy   Fine, M  B4 
Hartford Bibliography (list of books on Hartford)    B5 
Hartford Bicentennial (HBC)  
 Hartford Bicentennial Committee #1 of 8: Mission statement  B5 
 Hartford Bicentennial Committee #2 of 8: Meeting minutes  B5 
 Hartford Bicentennial Committee #3 of 8: General correspondence B5 
 Hartford Bicentennial Committee #4 of 8: Texts; Our Roots  B5 
 Hartford Bicentennial Committee #5 of 8: Texts;    B5 
  Report of the committee on Greater Hartford Needs  
 Hartford Bicentennial Committee #6 of 8: Two essays; 
  Agricultural Economy of Puritan Htfd Fischer, T  B5 
  National Banking in Htfd 1864-1914 Fischer, T  B5 
 Hartford Bicentennial Committee #7 of 8: Texts;    B5 
  The Bicentennial Gazzette  
   Jan-Sept 75 non inclusive 
   Jan-Dec 76 inclusive 
 Hartford Bicentennial Committee #8 of 8: Newsclippings  B5 
Hartford Blues, The      Corbiel, A  B3a 
Hartford Blues      Sheehy, P  B9 
Hartford Business Journal (HBJ) Intersnhip  Lennon, A  B8 
Hartford Cemeteries: 
 Ancient Burial Ground       B1  
 Cedar Hill Cemetery (Collection of docs pertaining to cemetery) B2 
 Cedar Hill Cemetery     Shuttle, M  B10  
 Cedar Hill Cemetery Photos (digital prints) Arneth, H  B1 
 Hartford Cemeteries       B6 
 Old North (Paper and Photos—2 folders)  Arneth, H  B1 
 Old North, CT Trust Paperwork for  Arneth, H  B1 
Hartford Census (mid 19th centery-mid 20th century noninclusive)  B6 
Hartford Clipping File (CF) 
 Activists         CF 
 African American Issues       CF 
 Businesses         CF 
 City Politics 1 of 2: Late 1990s      CF 
 City Politics 2 of 2: Early 2000s      CF 
 Communism         CF 
 Connecticut Minorities       CF 
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 Hartford Civic Center       CF 
 Hartford Courant/Times       CF 
 Hartford: General Articles       CF 
 Hartford: Health        CF 
 Hartford: History/Culture       CF 
 Hartford: Housing        CF 
 Hartford News (1994-2002 non-inclusive)    CF 
 New York Times article on Hartford Poverty    CF 
 Racial Discrimination       CF 
 Religion         CF 
 Revitalization Plans (Hartford)      CF 
 School Desegregation       CF 
 Schools 1 of 2: 1990s (non inclusive)     CF 
 Schools 2 of 2: 2000s (non inclusive)     CF 
 Social Organizations/Poverty      CF 
 Suburbs/Regionalism       CF 
 Trinity-Frog Hollow/Learning Corridor     CF 
Hartford Churches: 
Catholic Parishes in Hartford      B2 
Church of the Good Sheppard   Stangle, S  B10 
 Race and Episcopal Church 1888—J Greene Conrad, B  B3a 
 St Monica’s Episcopal Church   Holstead, J  B7  
 Talcott Street Church    Walker, E  B11 
Hartford Circus Fire: 
 Circus Fire      Bell, P   B2 
Circus Fire, The     O’Nan, S  O8 
 Hartford Circus Fire, a finding aid      B6 
  Finding aid to the collection of material in the State Library 
Hartford, City of; Attitudinal Survey c. 1979     B6 
Hartford, City of: 
 Board of Charity Commissioners 
  Report of, c. 1896-7      B9 
Chamber of Comerace-1980s      B2 
  Hartford Chamber of Commerce 
   Correspondence 1959-1960    KH2 
   Newsletters Mar 1960-Apr 1961 (inclusive)  KH2  
 Regional Incentives, GHCC      B9  
City Hall, location of archives      B6 
City Reports:  
Census/Homelessness in Hartford, c2000   O4 
 City Council’s adopted Budget, FY ’03-‘04   O4 
 City Manager’s Recommended Budget, FY ’01-’02  O4 
 City Manager’s Recommended Budget FY ’02-’03  O4 
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 Comprehensive Financial Report, FY ’00-’01   O4 
 Downtown Development Plan, c. 1984    O4  
 Downtown Hartford, Managing for a Change, c. 1980  O4 
 Evaluation of Downtown Retail Development Strategies O4 
 Fiscal Problems of an Aging City     O4 
 Greater Hartford Economic Facts, c. 1980   O4 
 Hartford at Work       O4 
 Hartford-Schemes and Dreams     O9 
 HVP: Data Analysis of the Hartford Vision Project Survey O4 
 Management Study       O9 
 Neighborhood Revitalization and Reinvestment Task Force O9 
 Planning Report, c. 1983-85     O9 
 SINA area Crime Survey      O4 
 State of the City, c. 1995      O4 
 Social State of Connecticut, c. 1998    O4 
 Social State of Connecticut, c. 2001    O4 
City/State Reports: 
 Education Related Disparities in Connecticut   O4 
 Connecticut Institute of Municipal Studies folder #1 of 2; O4 
  Entrepreneurial Government Project 
 Connecticut Institute of Municipal Studies folder #2 of 2; O4 
  Property Reevaluation Project 
 Civilian Review of Police-Hartford c. 1980    B3 
 Hartford Development Plan      B6 
Hartford Economic Development Strategy c. 2001   B6 
Hartford Economic and Urban Design Strategy    B6 
Sewer Report (c. 1877)       B9 
Hartford Civic Center 
 Anatomy of the Whalers    Pio, J   B8a 
 Civic Center       Herman, D  B7 
 Hartford Civic Center    Segan, R  B9 
 Hartford Clipping File-Hartford Civic Center    CF 
Hartford Cemeteries: see Cemeteries 
Hartford Clubs/Social Organizations: 
 Grand Army in Hartford      Fenton, D  B4 
 Hartford Motherhood Club 1898-1921  Bielinski, M  B2 
Hartford’s Town and Country Club  Mitchell, G  B8 
 Saturday Morning Club of Hartford, 1876 Wilbur, D  B11 
 Unity Lodge and CIO Left    Lenzi   B8 
Women’s Benevolence & Women’s Aid Soc.  Robbins, K  B9 
 Women’s Temperance Union of Hartford  Ledoux, M  B8 
Hartford Conference on Metropolitan Cooperation and Development  B6 
Hartford County Jurors     Overturf, B  B8a 
Hartford Crime: 
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 19th Century Juvenile Crime   Wilbur, D  B11 
 Civilian Review of Police-Hartford c. 1980    B3 
Crime in Hartford 1956-1966   Vasscur, D  B11 
How Hartford’s Teens Perceive Violence  Snyder, L  B10 
Juvenile Detention in Hartford   Bradley, C  B2 
Hartford Connections     Sanko, A  B9 
Hartford Data Monograph        B6 
Hartford Digitization Project       B6 
Hartford Economic and Urban Design Strategy     B6 
Hartford Economic Development Strategy c. 2001    B6 
Hartford Film Project: 
 Pfeil Seminar Paper: HFP 1969-70  Donahue, et al B8a 
Hartford Forum         B6 
Hartford Heal Thyself?     Robinson, C  B9 
Hartford Health Bulletin (Oct, Nov 1918 and Sep 1919)   B6 
Hartford Health Care     Purdy, S  B9 
Hartford Health Survey, c 2003 and Hartford Infant Health c. 1990  B6 
Hartford History: 
 1920 Voter Turnout in Hartford   Tuckel, P  B10 
Adriaen’s Landing     Dixon, S  B3a 
Adriaen’s Landing and Retnschler Field Prospectus Material  O3 
 Agricultural Economy of Puritan Htfd  Fischer, T  B5 
  In folder: Hartford Bicentennial Committee #6 of 8  
Anatomy of the Whalers    Pio, J   B8a 
Anderson, Bertha: 
  OHP-Bertha Anderson Interview     OH 
 Antiprostitution Reform and Public Space Baldwin, P  B1  
 Art of Society in Hartford    Norman, E  B8a 
 Ashe, Harry 
  OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2    OH  
 Beecher, Catherine: 
  Catherine Beecher     Sklar, K  B10 
   (Excerpts from: Catherine Beecher: A Study in Domesticity) 
  C E B and Harriet Beecher Stowe  Snider, R  B10 
From Benevolence to Women’s Rights Field, K   B4 
   (Catherine Beecher, Virginia thrall Smith, and Mary Hall) 
 Bell, Deborah 
  OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2    OH 
Black Hartford’s Print Protest   Close, S  B3 
Blade, Gladys: 
  OHP-Gladys Blade Interview     OH 
 Bremmer, Joanna 
  OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2    OH 
Bulkeley Bridge     Merchant, A  B8 
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Burial of the Park River    Craig, C  B3a 
Bushnell, Horace: 
  Postage Stamp Project   McGurk, B  B8 
Bushnell Memorial Hall 
  Bushnell Memorial Hall   Norton, K  B8a 
Bushnell Park     Hallisey, M  B5 
Bushnell Park     Jones, T  B8 
Canino, Cheryl 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2    OH 
Caribbean Bridge to Brooklyn, A   Maynard, J  B8 
Caroll, Mary (former director of Project Concern) 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2    OH 
 (Also present Nessa Orum) 
Case, Lockwood and Brainard, Htfd Printers Makala, J  B8 
 Catholic/Protestants in 19th c. Htfd  Walsh, A  B11 
Cedar Hill Cemetery     Shuttle, M  B10 
Censorship in Hartford    Thompson, M B10 
Chapman, H P: 
  Evolution of a research Project: My Htfd Schmidt, D  B9  
 Charter Oak Temple     Rivera, L  B9 
 Cheney Building, The    Edwards, J  B4 
Church, Frederick E:  
Frederick E Church in Hartford  Finney, J  B4 
 Circus Fire      Bell, P   B2 
 City Beautiful, Hartford 1890-1920  Burfrind, M  B2 
 City Council Housing Comm Report c. 1993    B6 
 City Hall, location of archives      B6 
City Reports:  
Census/Homelessness in Hartford, c2000   O4 
 City Council’s adopted Budget, FY ’03-‘04   O4 
 City Manager’s Recommended Budget, FY ’01-’02  O4 
 City Manager’s Recommended Budget FY ’02-’03  O4 
 Comprehensive Financial Report, FY ’00-’01   O4 
 Downtown Development Plan, c. 1984    O4  
 Downtown Hartford, Managing for a Change, c. 1980  O4 
 Evaluation of Downtown Retail Development Strategies O4 
 Fiscal Problems of an Aging City     O4 
 Greater Hartford Economic Facts, c. 1980   O4 
 Hartford at Work       O4 
 HVP: Data Analysis of the Hartford Vision Project Survey O4 
 SINA area Crime Survey      O4 
 State of the City, c. 1995      O4 
 Social State of Connecticut, c. 1998    O4 
 Social State of Connecticut, c. 2001    O4 
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City/State Reports: 
 Education Related Disparities in Connecticut   O4 
 Connecticut Institute of Municipal Studies folder #1 of 2; O4 
  Entrepreneurial Government Project 
 Connecticut Institute of Municipal Studies folder #2 of 2; O4 
  Property Reevaluation Project 
City Manager Government in Hartford  Magazine, C  B8 
Civic Center       Herman, D  B7 
 Civil War African-American Soldiers fr. Htfd Fannon, P  B4 
 Clemmons, Samuel (Mark Twain): 
  Mark Twain in Hartford   Clemmons, S  B10 
  Misc. Articles/Short Stories   Clemmons, S  B10 
 Clubbing in Hartford    Shannon, E  B9 
 Colt: 
Colt and Hartford    DiCenzo, D  B3a 
  Colt Armory in Htfd: the Legend Lives Dempsy, J  B3a 
  Colt Firearms Co.    Jacobson, S  B7 
Colt, Samuel     Pearlman, P  B8a 
General Administrative File, Labor-Colt (NAACP-II-A-333) N/N 
Image Creation in Armsmear  Schmidt, D  B9 
 Connecticut Trolley Company   Schreck, T  B9 
Connecticut Out of Wedlock Survey c. 1916 Langton, M  B8 
 Constitution Plaza History       B3a 
 CT Munitions/Butcher’s Bill from WWI  Berizzi, S  B2 
 Cortessa, Frank: 
  OHP-Frank Cortessa Interview     OH 
 Courant/Times on 1969 Riots   Heidenis, C  B7 
 Cramer, Sarah 
  OHP-Sarah Cramer Interview     OH 
 Davis, Eddie 
  OHP-Eddie Davis Interview      OH 
 De Beatham, Lorraine 
  OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2    OH 
 Demise of Trolley/Light Rail in Hartford  Pattacini, M  B8a 
Discrimination, Segregation, and Riots  Tateosian, N  B10 
 Depression in Hartford    Burgess, R  B2 
 Downtown Redevelopment    Cohen, A  B3 
 Elkey, Donald 
  OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2    OH 
 Elkey, John 
  OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2    OH 
Emergence of Hartford Jewish Community Hausman, J  B7 
Entress, Albert: 
 Albert Entress: Master of Detail  Runkle, J  B9 
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 Evolution of Phoenix    Harris, C  B5 
 Finding a Job—Work During the Depression Baker, B  B1 
 Flamion, Leo 
  OHP-Leo Flamion Interview     OH 
 Floods: 
  Flood, 1936 (Map and Images)     B4 
  Flood, 1955 (Map and Images)     B4 
 Fortunato, Rose 
  OHP-Rose Fortunato Interview     OH 
 From Benevolence to Women’s Rights  Field, K  B4 
  (Catherine Beecher, Virginia thrall Smith, and Mary Hall) 
 From Johny Cakes to Watermelon  Quinn, P  B9 
 Front Street/Meetinghouse Alley   Magazine, C  B8 
 Furek, Robert 
  OHP-Robert Furek Interview     OH 
 Gaddy, Mary 
  OHP-Mary Gaddy Interview     OH 
Gangs       Sarmieno, T  B9 
 Gilded Age Minister, A (The Rev. JH Twitchell) Gay, J   B4 
 Gonzalez, Eloise 
  OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2    OH 
 Goodwin, Francis: 
  Altruism and Architecture-F. Goodwin Schmidt, D  B9 
 Grand Army in Hartford      Fenton, D  B4 
 Greater Hartford Grows    Freeman, A  B4 
 Greene, Kim 
  OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2    OH 
 Green, Terrell 
  OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2    OH 
 Guy, Loren 
  OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2    OH 
 Hall, Mary: 
  A Woman of Goodwill   Utz, A   B10 
 Hamilton, Chastity Rodriguez 
  OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2    OH 
 Hannah, Jay 
  OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2    OH 
 Hartford Black History Project #1 of 2: information, 2 texts;  B5 
  Struggle from the Start 
  Hartford’s Black History 
 Hartford’s Black History Project #2 of 2:     B5 
  Correspondence, brochures, newsclippings 
 Hartford Blue Hills Civic Association  Saltman, J  B9 
  (From: A Fragile Movement) 
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 Hartford Cemeteries       B6 
 Hartford Circus Fire, a finding aid      B6 
  Finding aid to the collection of material in the State Library 
 Hartford Civic Center    Segan, R  B9 
 Hartford Film Project: 
  Pfeil Seminar Paper:HFP 1969-70  Donahue, et al B8a 
 Hartford Forum        B6 
 Hartford History (short pieces on History) Pennybacker, S B8a 
Hartford History Class (at Trincoll)     B6 
 Hartford in 1842     Acari, A  B1 
 Hartford in 1967     Espinosa, C  B4 
 Hartford in the Great Depression   Eliot, M  B4 
Hartford in the Great Depression   Valocchi, S  B11 
Hartford—Keller Historic District      B6 
Hartford Orphan Asylum    Utz, A   B10 
Hartford Publishers and Imprints 1870-1879 Hughes, R  B7 
Hartford Studies Project—Articles about     B6 
Hartford Studies Project: Black History Project    B6 
Hartford Studies Project: Description of     B6 
Hartford Studies Project: “Recovering Hartford”    B6 
Hartford Studies Project: Project Report c. 2001 Rose, E B6 
Hartford Trolley Lines, c. 1901      B7 
Hartford’s African American Teachers  Smith, T  B10 
Hartford’s Black Soldiers of World War I  Jones, M  B8 
Hartford’s Challenge: Reform of Push-Pull McKee & Chambers B8 
Hartford’s First 200 Years c. 1835   Hawes, J  B7 
Hartford’s Maternal Milk Station   Runkle, J  B9 
Hartford Mobility Study    Pearlman, J, et al B8a 
Hartford’s NAACP and Civil Rights   Close, S  B3 
Hartford’s Poles     Najzieja, J  B8a  
Hartford’s Polish Home    Kaminski, S  B8  
Hartford’s Reaction to the AIDS Epidemic Schultz, D  B9 
Hartford’s Town and Country Club  Mitchell, G  B8 
Hartford’s Women Pilots in the 1930s  Spencer, P  B10 
Hewins, Caroline Maria: 
 Caroline Maria Hewins   Santa-Mo, J  B9 
Historic Hartford Heritage Trail      B7 
Historic Exhibits (through 2001)      B7 
Historical Look at Hartford’s Desegregation Morfoot, J  B8a 
History, Memory, and the City HTFD in 30s Valocchi, S  B11 
History of Hartford Breweries   Joslin, B  B8 
History of Puerto Rican Community in Htfd Pawlowski, R  B8a 
History of the G. Htfd Convention Center Ellis, R  B4 
History of the J J McCook Hospital  Conrad, C  B3a 
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Hog River Journal (information re: founding of Magazine)  B7 
Hog River Journal; Vol 1, numbers 1-4     O1 
Hog River Journal; Vol 1, numbers 1, 3 and 4    O9 
Hog River Journal; Vol 2, numbers 1-4     O1 
Hog River Journal; Vol 2, number 1     O9 
Hog River Journal; Vol 3, numbers 1-4     O1 
Hog river Journal; Vol 4, numbers 1-2     O1  
Hog River Journal; Vol 4, number 2     O9 
Hog River Journal; Vol 6, number 1     O1 
Hook, Keith: 
 Campaign: 
  Advertizing       KH1 
   Business and Finance     KH1 
  Cilppings       KH1 
  Correspondence 1 of 3: Aug, Sep 1959 and undated KH1 
  Correspondence 2 of 3: Oct 1959    HK1 
  Correspondence 3 of 3: Nov 1959    KH1 
  Expenses       KH1 
  Literature       KH1 
  Platforms and Speeches     KH1 
  Portrait       KH1 
  Research       KH1 
 Connecticut Mutual-Radiological Monitering (fall-out shelter) KH1 
  (Hook’s original folder was labeled “CD Home Office  
Fallout Shelter”) 
  Connecticut Mutual Urban Education Conference  KH1 
  Correspondence: Letters to the Editor    KH1 
  Democratic Delegate, 1st Congressional District   KH1 
  Election 1965 
   1 of 3: Correspondence     KH2 
   2 of 3: Literature      KH2 
   3 of 3: Newsclippings     KH2 
  Election Talks 
   1 of 8: The Harvard Report Hook, K  KH2 
   2 of 8: Dem Candidates TV app Hook, K  KH2 
   3 of 8: League of Women Voters Hook, K  KH2 
   4 of 8: Htfd Times questionnaire Hook, K  KH2 
   5 of 8: AME Zion Church  Hook, K  KH2 
   6 of 8: Blue Hills Civic Assoc Hook, K  KH2 
   7 of 8: NAACP questionnaire Hook, K  KH2 
   8 of 8: City PTA Council  Hook, K  KH2 
  Hartford Chamber of Commerce 
   Correspondence 1959-1960    KH2 
   Newsletters Mar 1960-Apr 1961 (inclusive)  KH2  
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  Hartford Democratic Platform Committee 
   1 of 4: Platforms for 1967 and 1969   KH2 
    (Also Liberal Platform for 1969) 
   2 of 4: Drafts for Democratic Platforms   KH2 
   3 of 4: Correspondence and generals notes  KH2 
   4 of 4: Assorted articles and newsclippings  KH2 
    (Jan-Aug 1969 non inclusive) 
  Hartford Politics, c. 1969      KH2 
  Hartford Politics, c. 1970s      KH2 
  Hartford Politics, c. 1980s      KH2 
  Local Political 
   1 of 3: Correspondence     KH2 
   2 of 3: Campaign Literature    KH2 
   3 of 3: Newsclippings     KH2 
  National Conference of Christians and Jews c. 1960s-1970s  
  1 of 2: Literature      KH2 
   2 of 2: Newsclippings     KH2 
Negro Week Fundraiser 
 1 of 2: Correspondence, Testimonial Dinner program KH2 
 2 of 2: Newsclippings     KH2 
Practical Politics       KH2 
S.B. Opinion in case of Hobson, et al v. Hanson, et al  KH2 
Talks:  
Am Citizenship and World Order Hook, K  KH1 
  Civitan Talk    Hook, K  KH1 
  Jewish War Vets Talk  Hook, K  KH1  
  Polish Constitution Talk  Hook, K  KH1 
  Talk: CABE    Hook, K  KH1 
  Talks: 1965-1959   Hook, K  KH1 
  Talks: 1960-1961   Hook, K  KH1 
  Talks: 1962    Hook, K  KH1 
  Talks: 1963    Hook, K  KH1 
  Talks: 1964    Hook, K  KH1 
  Talks: 1965-1966   Hook, K  KH1 
  Talks: 1967    Hook, K  KH1 
  Ukrainian Talk   Hook, K  KH1 
 Voter’s Presidential Handbook, c. 1960    KH2 
How Hartford’s Teens Perceive Violence  Snyder, L  B10 
House Histories folder 1 of 2: Paper and Negs Stanley, J  B10 
Houses Profiled: 40 Allen Place; 65-67 Brownell Ave; 533 
Washington Street 
House Histories folder 2 of 2: extra photos Stanley, J  B10 
Allen Place, Brownell Ave, Jefferson Street, Lincoln Street, Madison 
Street, Vernon Street, no ID (4) for a total of 40 Shots 
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Hunger and Homelessness in Hartford  Natar, S  B8a 
Identity and Power: Puerto Ricans in Htfd Cruz, J  B3a 
If Only I Wore a Coat and Pants   Teed, M  B10 
Immigrant Settlements in CT, 1938  Koeing, S  B8 
Inception of Brainard Airport   Halpin, P  B5 
Informal Loan Assoc and Hartford Jews  Hill, J   B7 
Island in the Insurance City, An   Pawlowski, R  B8a 
Ives, Lawson C: 
 Lawson C Ives and the Ives Widow’s H Ross, P  B9 
Jewish Banker’s Union    Lenzi, R  B8 
Jones, Rodney 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2    OH 
Labor and the Left in Hartford   Lenzi, R  B8 
Labor History (folder contains brochures and newsletters)  B8 
Labor Participation in Grass Roots Mvmts Fitzgerald&Simm… B4 
Langs, Chrishaun 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2    OH 
Langs, Zyretha 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2    OH 
Lazlo, Mary 
  OHP-Mary Lazlo Interview      OH 
Life and Death of Joseph Watson   Pennybacker, S B8a 
Linden, The      Lang, J  B8 
Little, Paul 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2    OH 
Loctite Corp Then and Now   Hopkins, M  B7 
Logiudice, Emmanuel and Sadie 
  OHP-Sadie and Emmanuel Logiudice Interview   OH 
Lowland of Green Pianos, A   Herman, D  B7 
McCook, John J: 
McCook and Tramps   Jones, T  B8 
McCook, John J and Social Management Meunier, S  B8 
 Mahoney, Ed 
  OHP-Ed Mahoney Interview     OH 
   (Also present: Lillian Thompson, his sister) 
Magnet Schs:Effective Solution of Sheff/O’Neil Kaminski, S  B8 
Making Hartford Home    Stave, B  B10 
 
Marotto, Francis and Grace 
  OHP-Francis and Grace Marotto Interview   OH 
 Marshall, Bernadeen 
  OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2    OH 
Mercandante, Anthony and Mary 
  OHP-Anthony and Mary Mercandante Interview   OH 
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Metro Bridge (Hartford Teens Newspaper)    B8 
Milner, Thirman: 
  Thirman Milner—Ele. Sch. and Beyond Uline, C  B10 
Ministers in Hartford’s Civil Rights   Lerner, R  B8 
Morgan Bulkeley/Hartford Dark Blues BB Team Hotchkiss, C  B7 
Mt Sinai      Lazarus, B  B8 
Nafis, Evelyn and George 
  OHP-George and Evelyn Nafis Interview    OH 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) 
  Annual Branch Archives, Connecticut (NAACP-II-C-265) N/N 
  Biographical Files, Hartford (NAACP-II-C-24)   N/N 
  Civil Rights, CT (NAACP-I-C-224)     N/N 
  General Administrative File, Labor-Colt (NAACP-II-A-333) N/N 
  General Office File-Housing (NAACP-II-A-308)   N/N 
  Geographic Files, Hartford 1940-1943 (NAACP-II-C-24) N/N 
Geographic Files, Hartford 1948-1950 (NAACP-II-C-23) N/N 
Geographic Files, Hartford 1951-1955 (NAACP-II-C-24) N/N 
  Hartford, 1912-1920 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, 1921-1922 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, 1923-1924 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, 1925-1927 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, 1928-1930 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, 1931 (NAACP-I-G-30)     N/N 
  Hartford, Jan-Dec 1932 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, Jan-Dec 1933 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, Jan-Dec 1934 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, Jan-Dec 1935 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, Jan-Nov 1936 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, Jan-Dec 1937 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, Jan-Dec 1938 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Hartford, Jan-Oct 1939 (NAACP-I-G-30)    N/N 
  Labor Cases, Connecticut (NAACP-II-A-343)   N/N 
  Labor Party (NAACP-I-C-394)     N/N 
  Membership Files, Bridgeport and Htfd (NAACP-II-C-249) N/N 
  Schools, Connecticut (NAACP-II-B-136)    N/N 
Suffrage (NAACP-I-C-407)      N/N  
National Banking in Htfd 1864-1914  Fischer, T  B5 
In folder: Hartford Bicentennial Committee #6 of 8 
New Park Ave     Fox, C   B4 
Newsgirls, 1893     Jacobs, J  B7 
Neighborhood Tipping: Blue Hills   Jones, D  B8 
Northend and African Americans   Jacobs, J  B7 
Old Statehouse of 1796    Knowlton, M  B8 
Olmsted, F L; Designs for Htfd Retreat/Insane La Frenier, L  B8 
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Oral History of Hartford: 
  Northeast Association of Oral History    B8a 
 Oral History Project (S. Valocchi) 
  OHP-Publications: Memories of Hartford    OH 
  OHP-Publications: Voices from around the World  OH 
  OHP-How to do Oral Histories     OH 
  OHP-Bertha Anderson Interview     OH 
  OHP-Gladys Blade Interview     OH 
  OHP-Bulkeley High 1 of 2      OH 
   Transcript of interview from a student  
from class of 1970 
  OHP-Bulkeley High 2 of 2      OH 
   Consent forms, IRB, Newsclipping on the project 
  OHP-Frank Cortessa Interview     OH 
  OHP-Sarah Cramer Interview     OH 
  OHP-Eddie Davis Interview      OH 
  OHP-Leo Flamion Interview     OH 
  OHP-Rose Fortunato Interview     OH 
  OHP-Robert Furek Interview     OH 
  OHP-Mary Gaddy Interview     OH 
  OHP-Mary Lazlo Interview      OH 
  OHP-Sadie and Emmanuel Logiudice Interview   OH 
  OHP-Ed Mahoney Interview     OH 
  OHP-Francis and Grace Marotto Interview   OH 
  OHP-Anthony and Mary Mercadnate Interview   OH 
  OHP-George and Evelyn Naftis Interview   OH 
  OHP-New Britain Pole      OH 
  OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2    OH 
   (Anonymous; Ashe, Harry; Bell, Deborah, Breemer, Joanna; 
   Canino, Cheryl; De Beatham, Lorraine; Elkey, Donald;  
   Elkey, John; Gonzalez, Eloise; Green, Kim; Green, Terrell; 
   Guy, Loren) 
  OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2    OH 
   (Hamilton, Chasity Rodriguez; Hannah, Jay; Jones, Rodney;  
  Langs, Chrishaun; Langs, Zyretha; Little, Paul; Marshall,  
Bernadeen; Orum, Nessa (with Caroll, Mary—firmer director  
of Project Concern); Pace, Dante; Satchell, Lawrence; 
Satchell, Renita; Shelton, Cheryl; Shelton, Marcia;  
Walters, Wanda) 
  OHP-Leo Pugliese Interview     OH 
  OHP-Sylvia Schlossberg Interview     OH 
  OHP-Delores Simmons Interview     OH 
  OHP-Taponga Interview      OH 
  OHP-Beatrice Thorne Interview     OH 
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  OHP-Luch V Vigione Interview     OH 
  OHP-Ada Wolf Interview      OH 
  OHP-Sebastian Zappolla Interview    OH 
  OHP-Margaret Zartarian Interview    OH 
  OHP-Oral History Transcripts     OH 
This folder seems to contain student papers based on the 
transcripts housed in the Oral History Project files 
  OHP-Drafts        OH 
  OHP-Request from Audrey Cole     OH 
This folder contains a request from Cole to interview Robert 
Bliss and Rodger Ladd 
Oral History Project with Boce Barlow, Jr  Gordon, A  B4 
Orum, Nessa 
  OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2    OH 
  (Also present Mary Caroll, former director of Project Concern) 
 Pace, Dante 
  OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2    OH 
Perez, Eddie: 
 Call Him Mr. Alcalde    McKee, C  B8 
Peters, Mike: 
 Mike Peters     McKee, C  B8 
Political Context of Htfd’s Memorial Arch  Pagliuco, C  B8a 
Pope’s Influence on Early Auto Production Dickerson, C  B3a 
Porter, Solomon: 
 Merchant of Hartford   Swigert, S  B10 
Profiles of Black Churches    Hays, K  B7 
Progressive City  (excerpt from text feat. Htfd) Claval, P  B3 
Prospect Ave: Farmington Ave to Albany Ave Edwards, J  B4 
Prospect Ave: Farmington Ave to Fern St. Edwards, J  B4 
Prospect Ave: Fern St to Asylum Ave  Edwards, J  B4 
Prospect Ave.—Late 1800s    Geary, M  B4 
Puerto Rican Awards Dinner 2001 program    B9 
Puerto Rican Migration into Park Street  Hall, K   B5 
Puerto Ricans: Immigrants and Migrants  Rodriguez, C  B9 
Pugliese, Leo 
  OHP-Leo Pugliese Interview     OH 
Racial Composition & Sale Price of Homes-Htfd Pinhel & Rand B8a 
Railroad Industry and Union Station  Davis, Q  B3a 
Revolt by the Establishment (Prohibition) Flood, K  B4 
Riots of 1967-8     Krugman, A  B7 
Riots Project      Mazzotta, C  B8 
Riverfront Recapture: 
 Riverfront Recapture Annual Report (c. 2000-01)  B9 
Saint Francis Nursing School History     B9 
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Saloons of Hartford’s East Side 1870-1879 Leach, E  B8 
Saloons of the East Side, The (2000)  Baics, G  B1 
Saloons of the East Side, The (2000-2001) Baics, G  B1 
Satchell, Lawrence 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2    OH 
Satchell, Renita 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2    OH 
Schlossberg, Sylvia 
 OHP-Sylvia Schlossberg Interview     OH 
Stlmt of Htfd: Social Reform & Americanization Dunn, S  B3a 
Shelton, Cheryl 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2    OH 
Shelton, Marcia 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2    OH 
 Sigourney, Lydia 
Sigourney, Lydia    DeLana, A  B3a 
 Simmons, Delores 
  OHP-Delores Simmons Interview     OH 
 Sheff-vs-O’Neil: 
  Sheff Movement       B10 
  Sheff-vs-O’Neil folder 1 of 4: Final Decision   B10 
  Sheff-vs-O’Neil folder 2 of 4: Newsclippings #1-1989  B10 
  Sheff-vs-O’Neil folder 3 of 4: Newsclippings #2-1991-1998 B10 
  Sheff-vs-O’Neil folder 4 of 4: Newsclippings #3-2000-2003 B10 
Slave Governors in Hartford   Johnson, E  B8 
Social History of 3 Structures:   Kenny, M  B8 
  247 Washington St; 160 Fairfield St; 96 Webster St  
Soldiers and Sailors Memorial Arch  Fannon, P  B4 
Statement of the Board of Selectmen for 1879, 1880   B10 
Steadman, Griffin: 
 Steadman, Griffin, Jr: Student…  Mittica, S  B8 
Struggles over Downtown Growth and Neigh.. Neubeck&Ratcliff B8a 
Talcott, Mary Dudley Vaill: 
 Women’s Suffrage and MDVT  Shearer, G  B9 
Taponga 
 OHP-Taponga Interview      OH 
Thorne, Beatrice 
  OHP-Beatrice Thorne Interview     OH 
Ties that Bind (Black migration to Hartford) Close, S  B3 
 Travelers Insurance Company: 
  Travelers (Folder contains brochure c. 1981)   B10 
Trinity College 
 History of TrinColl @ Turn of Cent      .Wedge, L  B11 
 Museum Studies @ Trinity College    B8a 
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 Trinity Black Student Sit-In—1968    B10 
 Trinity College and Frog Hollow  Perry, E  B8a 
Trinity College’s Swimming Program Williams, A H  B11 
Trinity’s Early Football   Melnitsky, M  B8 
Trolleys in Hartford     Abohm, D  B1 
Turn of the Century Hartford Boyhood  Burke, J  B2 
Twain, Mark (Samuel Clemmons): 
  Mark Twain in Hartford   Clemmons, S  B10 
  Misc. Articles/Short Stories   Clemmons, S  B10 
Uccello, Antonia (Ann): 
  Antonia Uccello as 1st Female Mayor Scorso, R  B9 
UE-UAW at Colt’s     Howard, S  B7 
Unity Lodge and CIO Left    Lenzi   B8 
Use of Public Space in Htfd (2 folders)  Baldwin, P  B1 
Vigione, Lucy V 
 OHP-Lucy V Vigione Interview     OH 
Waging a War of Words—Htfd Newspapers Percy, J  B8a 
Walters, Wanda 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2    OH 
Wolf, Ada 
  OHP-Ada Wolf Interview      OH 
Women’s Benevolence & Women’s Aid Soc.  Robbins, K  B9 
Women’s Benevolence in Hartford  Field, K  B4 
Women’s Public Identity in 19th C. Hartford Todd, M  B10 
Women’s Suffrage     McGuire, C  B8 
Women’s Suffrage     Simmons, K  B10 
Women’s Suffrage in Hartford   Roswig, E  B9  
Women’s Temperance Union of Hartford  Ledoux, M  B8 
Yankees and the City    Baney, T  B1 
Zappolla, Sebastian 
 OHP-Sebastian Zappolla Interview    OH 
Zartarian, Margaret 
 OHP-Margaret Zartain Interview     OH 
Hartford History Class (at Trincoll)      B6 
Hartford Hospital: the Proposed New Newington Children’s Hospital  B6 
Hartford Housing: 
 Appendix: Housing Problems/Increased Pop in Htfd   B1 
 Architecture-Hartford       B1 
 Boarding Houses     Wheeler, S  B11 
 Charter Oak Terrace: Life, Death and Rebirth Radcliffe, D  O8 
 City Council Housing Comm Report c. 1993    B6 
 General Office File-Housing (NAACP-II-A-308)    N/N 
 Hartford: Housing        CF 
 Hartford Housing        B6 
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 Hartford Housing     Weissman, M  B11 
 Hartford Housing Authority, WPA Survey c. 1940   B6 
 HHA Scandal of 1950s    Arneth, H  B1  
  “They Blew the House Down…” 
Hartford Mobility Study    Pearlman, J, et al B8a 
House Histories folder 1 of 2: Paper and Negs Stanley, J  B10 
Houses Profiled: 40 Allen Place; 65-67 Brownell Ave; 533 
Washington Street 
House Histories folder 2 of 2: extra photos Stanley, J  B10 
Allen Place, Brownell Ave, Jefferson Street, Lincoln Street, Madison 
Street, Vernon Street, no ID (4) for a total of 40 Shots 
 Low Income Housing Problems—Hartford Lyon, A  B8 
 Media Perceptions of Public Housing in Htfd Betterton, D  B2 
Racial Composition & Sale Price of Homes-Htfd Pinhel & Rand B8a 
 Section 8 Mobility in Hartford   Donovan, S  B3a 
 Social History of 3 Structures:   Kenny, M  B8 
  247 Washington St; 160 Fairfield St; 96 Webster St  
Hartford Industry: 
 Aetna Corp      Hassler, et al  B7 
 Case, Lockwood and Brainard, Htfd Printers Makala, J  B8 
 Colt, Samuel: 
Colt, Samuel     Pearlman, P  B8a 
Colt Firearms: 
  Colt and Hartford    DiCenzo, D  B3a 
  Colt Armory in Htfd: the Legend Lives Dempsy, J  B3a 
  Colt Firearms     Armstrong, S  B1 
  Colt Firearms Co.    Jacobson, S  B7 
  Colt M16 in Vietnam   Estella, K  B4 
  General Administrative File, Labor-Colt (NAACP-II-A-333) N/N 
  UE-UAW at Colt’s    Howard, S  B7 
Connecticut Industrial History   Clouette & Roth B3 
Demise of Trolley/Light Rail in Hartford  Pattacini, M  B8a 
Food Pricing in Hartford       B4 
General Administrative File, Labor-Colt (NAACP-II-A-333)  N/N 
Hartford Development Plan      B6 
 Hartford and Mass Production (Colt, Weed) Young, R  B11 
 Hartford and the Connecticut Economy  Fine, M  B4 
 Hartford Publishers and Imprints 1870-1879 Hughes, R  B7 
 History of Hartford Breweries   Joslin, B  B8 
Industrial Firms in Hartford   Enders, J  B4 
Island in the Insurance City, An   Pawlowski, R  B8a 
Jewish Banker’s Union    Lenzi, R  B8 
Labor and the Left in Hartford   Lenzi, R  B8 
Labor Cases, Connecticut (NAACP-II-A-343)    N/N 
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Labor History (folder contains brochures and newsletters)  B8 
Labor Participation in Grass Roots Mvmts Fitzgerald&Simm… B4 
 Labor Union History     Driscoll, J  B3a 
 Loctite Corp Then and Now   Hopkins, M  B7 
Metro Bridge (Hartford Teens Newspaper)    B8 
 Military Service and American Workers  Horowitz, R  B7 
Newsgirls, 1893     Jacobs, J  B7 
Pope Manufacturing: 
 Pope Manufacturing Co. Corporate Geneology   B8a 
Porter, Solomon: 
 Merchant of Hartford   Swigert, S  B10 
 Pratt and Whitney Aircraft: Evolution of a Firm Breglio, P  B2 
 Pratt and Whitney Story, The   Beven, K  B2 
Railroad Industry and Union Station  Davis, Q  B3a 
Travelers Insurance Company: 
  Travelers (Folder contains brochure c. 1981)   B10 
UE-UAW at Colt’s     Howard, S  B7 
Unity Lodge and CIO Left    Lenzi   B8 
 Women at Colt and Travelers   Wilson, T  B11 
 Women War Workers    Dooman, M  B3a 
Hartford Infant Health, c. 1990       B6 
  In folder: Hartford Health Survey 
Hartford Jews: 
 Charter Oak Temple     Rivera, L  B9 
Effects of WW2     Varat, B  B11 
Emergence of Hartford Jewish Community Hausman, J  B7 
Informal Loan Assoc and Hartford Jews  Hill, J   B7 
Jewish Banker’s Union    Lenzi, R  B8 
Jewish Federation: Profile of our Jewish Community   B7 
Jewish Historical Society       B7 
Jewish War Vets Talk    Hook, K  KH1 
Hartford—Keller Historic District       B6 
Hartford Landmarks: see Landmarks 
Hartford Maps         B6 
Hartford Mobility Study     Pearlman, J, et al B8a 
Hartford Neighborhoods: 
 Asylum Hill: 
  City Of Hartford Neighborhoods: Asylum Hill   NC 
 Barry Square: 
  City of Hartford Neighborhoods: Barry Square   NC 
  City of Hartford Planning Dept Neighborhood Plans: Barry S NC 
 Behind the Rocks: 
  City of Hartford Neighborhoods: Behind the Rocks  NC 
Blue Hills: 
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 City of Hartford Neighborhoods: Blue Hills   NC 
  City of Hartford Planning Dept Neighborhood Plans: Blue H NC 
  Hartford Blue Hills Civic Association Saltman, J  B9 
   (From: A Fragile Movement) 
  Neighborhood Tipping: Blue Hills  Jones, D  B8 
 Charter Oak: 
  Charter Oak Temple    Rivera, L  B9 
  City of Hartford Neighborhoods: Charter Oak    
   1 of 2: Charter Oak-Zion     NC 
   2 of 2: Sheldon-Charter Oak    NC 
  City of Hartford Planning Dept Neighborhood Plans: Ch Oa NC 
City of Hartford Planning Dept Neighborhood Plans: Sheldon NC 
 City of Hartford Planning Dept Neighborhood Plans: Text  NC 
 City of Hartford Planning Dept Neighborhood Plans: Barry Square NC 
City of Hartford Planning Dept Neighborhood Plans: Blue Hills NC 
City of Hartford Planning Dept Neighborhood Plans: Charter Oak NC 
City of Hartford Planning Dept Neighborhood Plans: Parkville  NC 
City of Hartford Planning Dept Neighborhood Plans: Sheldon  NC 
City of Hartford Planning Dept Neighborhood Plans: South Green 
 Clay Arsenal: 
  City of Hartford Neighborhoods: Clay Arsenal   NC 
 Downtown: 
  City of Hartford Neighborhoods: Downtown   NC 
 Employee Interest in Affordable Housing in Hartford’s South End O5 
 Frog Hollow: 
  City of Hartford Neighborhoods: Frog Hollow 
   1 of 3: Neighborhood stuff     NC 
   2 of 3: Menation (HART) Frog Hollow Plan  NC 
   3 of 3: Kellog-Trin Neighborhood Study w/ HART NC 
  Frog Hollow     Champagne, A B2 
 Trinity College and Frog Hollow  Perry, E  B8a 
 Trinity-Frog Hollow/Learning Corridor    CF 
House Histories folder 1 of 2: Paper and Negs Stanley, J  B10 
Houses Profiled: 40 Allen Place; 65-67 Brownell Ave; 533 
Washington Street 
House Histories folder 2 of 2: extra photos Stanley, J  B10 
Allen Place, Brownell Ave, Jefferson Street, Lincoln Street, Madison 
Street, Vernon Street, no ID (4) for a total of 40 Shots 
How Hartford’s Teens Perceive Violence  Snyder, L  B10 
Nrotheast: 
 City of Hartford Neighborhoods: Northeast   NC 
 Northend: 
 Northend and African Americans  Jacobs, J  B7 
Parkville: 
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 City of Hartford Neighborhoods: Parkville   NC 
  City of Hartford Planning Dept Neighborhood Plans: Parkville NC 
Social History of 3 Structures:   Kenny, M  B8 
  247 Washington St; 160 Fairfield St; 96 Webster St  
 South End: 
  City of Hartford Neighborhoods: South End   NC 
 South Green: 
  City of Hartford Neighborhoods: South Green   NC 
  City of Hartford Planning Dept Neighborhood Plans: S. Grn NC 
Southside Institution Neighborhood Alliance (SINA)  B10 
Southwest: 
 City of Hartford Neighborhoods: Southwest   NC 
Struggles over Downtown Growth and Neigh.. Neubeck&Ratcliff B8a 
Trinity Center for Neighborhoods (TCN)     B10 
Trinity and Hartford        B10 
West End: 
 City of Hartford Neighborhoods: West End   NC 
Hartford Orphan Asylum     Utz, A   B10 
Hartford Parks 
 Bushnell Park     Hallisey, M  B5 
 Bushnell Park     Jones, T  B8 
 Keney Park      Chamerda, R  B2 
Souvenir of Public Parks of Hartford     O9 
Hartford Planning: 
 1912 City Plan     Kempf, B  B8 
 City Council Housing Comm Report c. 1993    B6 
 Hartford Development Plan      B6 
 Hartford City Plans c. 1995-1996      B6 
Hartford Economic Development Strategy c. 2001   B6 
Hartford Economic and Urban Design Strategy    B6 
Hartford Planning—Area Nine Report     B6 
Hartford Vision Project (2 folders)      B7 
 History of Planning in the City of Hartford Fox, C   B4 
 Planning in Hartford 1907-1942   Bell, Gordon  B2 
 Regional Incentives, GHCC       B9 
Struggles over Downtown Growth and Neigh.. Neubeck&Ratcliff B8a 
Hartford Plans for Tomorrow       B6 
Hartford Politics/Government:  
 1920 Voter Turnout in Hartford   Tuckel, P  B10 
Charter Provision for Juvenile Commission, c. 1909   B3 
 Charter Revision: 
  Charter Revision #1: 1984      B3 
  Charter Revision #2: 1992      B3 
  Charter Revision 1992 Commission Report   B3 
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  Htfd Gvt—Charter Revision 1945-47 Fenton, D  B4 
 City Hall, location of archives      B6 
 City Manager Government in Hartford  Magazine, C  B8 
 City Politics 1 of 2: Late 1990s      CF 
 City Politics 2 of 2: Early 2000s      CF 
 Civilian Review of Police-Hartford c. 1980    B3 
 Communism         CF 
Connecticut’s Changed Political Systems  McKee, C  B8 
Critical Elections and Partisan Realignment Alverez & True B1 
Decade of Change: P. R. Politics in Hartford Cruz, J  B3a 
Hartford Development Plan      B6 
Hartford Economic Development Strategy c. 2001   B6 
Hartford Economic and Urban Design Strategy    B6 
Hartford Politics (See also Keith Hook Collection)   B6 
Hartford—State of the City       B6 
Hartford Vision Project (2 folders)      B7 
Hartford’s Challenge: Reform of Push-Pull McKee & Chambers B8 
Hook, Keith: 
 Campaign: 
  Advertizing       KH1 
   Business and Finance     KH1 
  Cilppings       KH1 
  Correspondence 1 of 3: Aug, Sep 1959 and undated KH1 
  Correspondence 2 of 3: Oct 1959    HK1 
  Correspondence 3 of 3: Nov 1959    KH1 
  Expenses       KH1 
  Literature       KH1 
  Platforms and Speeches     KH1 
  Portrait       KH1 
  Research       KH1 
 Connecticut Mutual-Radiological Monitering (fall-out shelter) KH1 
  (Hook’s original folder was labeled “CD Home Office  
Fallout Shelter”) 
  Connecticut Mutual Urban Education Conference  KH1 
  Correspondence: Letters to the Editor    KH1 
  Democratic Delegate, 1st Congressional District   KH1 
  Election 1965 
   1 of 3: Correspondence     KH2 
   2 of 3: Literature      KH2 
   3 of 3: Newsclippings     KH2 
  Election Talks 
   1 of 8: The Harvard Report Hook, K  KH2 
   2 of 8: Dem Candidates TV app Hook, K  KH2 
   3 of 8: League of Women Voters Hook, K  KH2 
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   4 of 8: Htfd Times questionnaire Hook, K  KH2 
   5 of 8: AME Zion Church  Hook, K  KH2 
   6 of 8: Blue Hills Civic Assoc Hook, K  KH2 
   7 of 8: NAACP questionnaire Hook, K  KH2 
   8 of 8: City PTA Council  Hook, K  KH2 
  Hartford Chamber of Commerce 
   Correspondence 1959-1960    KH2 
   Newsletters Mar 1960-Apr 1961 (inclusive)  KH2  
  Hartford Democratic Platform Committee 
   1 of 4: Platforms for 1967 and 1969   KH2 
    (Also Liberal Platform for 1969) 
   2 of 4: Drafts for Democratic Platforms   KH2 
   3 of 4: Correspondence and generals notes  KH2 
   4 of 4: Assorted articles and newsclippings  KH2 
    (Jan-Aug 1969 non inclusive) 
  Hartford Politics, c. 1969      KH2 
  Hartford Politics, c. 1970s      KH2 
  Hartford Politics, c. 1980s      KH2 
  Local Political 
   1 of 3: Correspondence     KH2 
   2 of 3: Campaign Literature    KH2 
   3 of 3: Newsclippings     KH2 
  National Conference of Christians and Jews c. 1960s-1970s  
  1 of 2: Literature      KH2 
   2 of 2: Newsclippings     KH2 
Negro Week Fundraiser 
 1 of 2: Correspondence, Testimonial Dinner program KH2 
 2 of 2: Newsclippings     KH2 
Practical Politics       KH2 
S.B. Opinion in case of Hobson, et al v. Hanson, et al  KH2 
Talks:  
Am Citizenship and World Order Hook, K  KH1 
  Civitan Talk    Hook, K  KH1 
  Jewish War Vets Talk  Hook, K  KH1  
  Polish Constitution Talk  Hook, K  KH1 
  Talk: CABE    Hook, K  KH1 
  Talks: 1965-1959   Hook, K  KH1 
  Talks: 1960-1961   Hook, K  KH1 
  Talks: 1962    Hook, K  KH1 
  Talks: 1963    Hook, K  KH1 
  Talks: 1964    Hook, K  KH1 
  Talks: 1965-1966   Hook, K  KH1 
  Talks: 1967    Hook, K  KH1 
  Ukrainian Talk   Hook, K  KH1 
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 Voter’s Presidential Handbook, c. 1960    KH2  
 Intergovernmental Regime and Public Policy Burns, P  B2 
Milner, Thirman: 
  Thirman Milner—Ele. Sch. & Beyond      Uline, C  B10 
 New Alliance Party     Berlet, C  B2 
 Old Statehouse of 1796    Knowlton, M  B8 
Perez, Eddie 
 Call Him Mr. Alcalde    McKee, C  B8 
Peters, Mike 
 Mike Peters     McKee, C  B8 
Regional Incentives, GHCC       B9 
Statement of the Board of Selectmen for 1879, 1880   B10 
Struggles over Downtown Growth and Neigh.. Neubeck&Ratcliff B8a 
Uccello, Antonia (Ann): 
  Antonia Uccello as 1st Female Mayor Scorso, R  B9 
Hartford Primer and Field Guide, Fall, 2001 (4 Copies)    O6 
Hartford Primer and Field Guide, 2003 (6 copies) Kuzyk, I  O6 
Hartford Public High School:       O2 
Jan 1912 through May 1914, noninclusive 
Hartford Public Library (HPL) 
 Chapman Musical Manuscript Coll. (finding aid)    B2 
 Hartford Public Library—correspondence     B6 
  Folder contains mostly correspondence re: Hartford Times Morgue 
Hartford Publishers and Imprints 1870-1879  Hughes, R  B7 
Hartford Retreat for the Insane: see Institute of Living 
Hartford Riots: 
 Courant/Times on 1969 Riots   Heidenis, C  B7 
 Discrimination, Segregation, and Riots  Tateosian, N  B10 
 Riots of 1967-8     Krugman, A  B7 
Riots Project      Mazzotta, C  B8 
Hartford Schools: 
 Address      Gilman, D  B4  
(Delivered @ Opening of Ct Industrial School for Girls) 
Bilingual Education     Lopez, R  B8 
Bulkeley High school: 
 OHP-Bulkeley High folder 1 of 2     OH 
  Transcript of interview with a student from class of 1970 
 OHP-Bulkeley High folder 2 of 2     OH 
  Consent forms, IRB, Newsclipping on project 
 Children-Hartford        B3 
 Connecticut Out of Wedlock Survey c. 1916 Langton, M  B8 
 Difference in Achievement…Htfd Schools Chamberland, N B2 
 Education and Psychology-HPHS c. 1924 Feingold, G  B4 
 Effectiveness of ‘Success for All’—HPS  Forshaw, L  B4 
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 Effects & Conditions @ Racially Integ/Isolated  Blacklaw, N  B2  
If Only I Wore a Coat and Pants   Teed, M  B10 
 Hartford High school and Classical Magnet Williams, A  B11 
 Hartford School Board—CHS      B6 
Folder contains finding aids to the Keith Hook’s School Board 
papers in collection of the Connecticut Historical Society 
 Hartford’s African American Teachers  Smith, T  B10 
 Historical Look at Hartford’s Desegregation Morfoot, J  B8a 
 Horton-vs-Meskill (School financing suit)  Fischer, G  B4 
How Hartford’s Teens Perceive Violence  Snyder, L  B10 
Magnet Schs: Effective Solu. of Sheff/O’Neil Kaminski, S  B8 
 Remembering CT: Integration of Schools Brecher, J  B2 
 School Desegregation       CF 
 Schools 1 of 2: 1990s (non inclusive)     CF 
 Schools 2 of 2: 2000s (non inclusive)     CF 
 Schools, Connecticut (NAACP-II-B-136)     N/N 
Sheff-vs-O’Neil: 
  Sheff Movement       B10 
  Sheff-vs-O’Neil folder 1 of 4: Final Decision   B10 
  Sheff-vs-O’Neil folder 2 of 4: Newsclippings #1-1989  B10 
  Sheff-vs-O’Neil folder 3 of 4: Newsclippings #2-1991-1998 B10 
  Sheff-vs-O’Neil folder 4 of 4: Newsclippings #3-2000-2003 B10 
Hartford Sports: 
 Anatomy of the Whalers    Pio, J   B8a 
 Baseball in Hartford     Anon   B1 
Baseball in Hartford     Corbiel, A       B3a 
Bulkeley Stadium     Hausmann, N B7 
 Hartford Blues, The     Corbiel, A  B3a 
Morgan Bulkeley/Hartford Dark Blues BB Team Hotchkiss, C  B7 
 Professional Baseball in Hartford   Corbiel, A  B3a 
Hartford—State of the City        B6 
Hartford Studies Project (HSP): 
Hartford Studies Project—Articles about     B6 
Hartford Studies Project: Black History Project    B6 
Hartford Studies Project: Description of     B6 
Hartford Studies Project: “Recovering Hartford”    B6 
Hartford Studies Project: Project Report c. 2001 Rose, E B6 
Photo Exhibit: HSP 
  #1 of 5: Spring 1999      B8a 
  #2 of 5: Spring 1999 mailing list     B8a 
  #3 of 5: Spring 2000      B8a 
  #4 of 5: Photo Releases      B8a 
  #5 of 5: Information on Photodocumentary   B8a 
Hartford Theater: Mark Twain Masquers (Avery Mem theather)  B7 
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Hartford Trolley Lines, c. 1901       B7 
Hartford Vision Project (2 folders)       B7 
Hartford’s Challenge: Reform of Push-Pull  McKee & Chambers B8 
Hartford’s Changing Movie Scene    Koller, B  B8 
Hartford’s First 200 Years  (c. 1835)   Hawes, J  B7 
Hartford’s Poles      Najzieja, J  B8a 
Hartford’s Polish Home     Kaminski, S  B8 
Hartford’s Town and Country Club   Mitchell, G  B8 
Hartford’s Women Pilots in the 1930s   Spencer, P  B10 
Harvard 1965 Study         B7 
Harvard: Schools for Hartford       B7 
Health and Human Rights Papers       B7 
 Childhood Asthma and Hartford   McGovern   
 Language Barriers and Healthcare  Freilich   
 Research at proKids Clinic    Cowan 
 Tabor House II     Green 
 Women and HIV     Woodhams 
Health Care (See also: Medical Care): 
Hartford’s Maternal Milk Station   Runkle, J  B9  
Hartford’s Reaction to the AIDS Epidemic Schultz, D  B9 
Healthcare for Hartford’s Homeless  Grandin, W  B4 
 Homelessness in Hartford: 
Healthcare for Hartford’s Homeless Grandin, W  B4 
Homelessness Today and in the 1980s Weiss, C  B11 
Hunger and Homelessness in Hartford Natar, S  B8a 
Hospital Care      Wheeler, S  B11 
Sanitarium Care for TB Poor 1900-1910  Wheeler, S  B11 
Saint Francis Nursing School History     B9 
Sex Workers Health     McNeil, K  B8 
Healthcare for Hartford’s Homeless   Grandin, W  B4 
Heroes of their Own Lives     Gordon, L  B4 
Hewins, Caroline Maria: 
Caroline Maria Hewins    Santa-Mo, J  B9 
Historic Hartford Heritage Trail       B7 
Historic Exhibits (through 2001)       B7 
Historical Look at Hartford’s Desegregation  Morfoot, J  B8a 
History of Hartford Breweries    Joslin, B  B8 
Hog River Journal (information re: founding of Magazine)   B7 
Hog River Journal; Vol 1, numbers 1-4      O1 
Hog River Journal; Vol 2, numbers 1-4      O1 
Hog River Journal; Vol 3, numbers 1-4      O1 
Hog river Journal; Vol 4, numbers 1-2      O1  
Hog River Journal; Vol 6, number 1      O1 
Holt, Harold 
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 Interviews with Jazz Musicians   Harris, T  B5 
Homelessness in Hartford: 
Healthcare for Hartford’s Homeless  Grandin, W  B4 
Homelessness Today and in the 1980s  Weiss, C  B11 
Hunger and Homelessness in Hartford  Natar, S  B8a 
Hook, Keith: 
Campaign: 
 Advertizing        KH1 
  Business and Finance      KH1 
 Cilppings        KH1 
 Correspondence 1 of 3: Aug, Sep 1959 and undated  KH1 
 Correspondence 2 of 3: Oct 1959     HK1 
 Correspondence 3 of 3: Nov 1959     KH1 
 Expenses        KH1 
 Literature        KH1 
 Platforms and Speeches      KH1 
 Portrait        KH1 
 Research        KH1 
Connecticut Mutual-Radiological Monitering (fall-out shelter)  KH1 
  (Hook’s original folder was labeled “CD Home Office  
Fallout Shelter”) 
 Connecticut Mutual Urban Education Conference   KH1 
 Correspondence: Letters to the Editor     KH1 
 Democratic Delegate, 1st Congressional District    KH1 
 Election 1965 
  1 of 3: Correspondence      KH2 
  2 of 3: Literature       KH2 
  3 of 3: Newsclippings      KH2 
 Election Talks 
  1 of 8: The Harvard Report  Hook, K  KH2 
  2 of 8: Dem Candidates TV app  Hook, K  KH2 
  3 of 8: League of Women Voters  Hook, K  KH2 
  4 of 8: Htfd Times questionnaire  Hook, K  KH2 
  5 of 8: AME Zion Church   Hook, K  KH2 
  6 of 8: Blue Hills Civic Assoc  Hook, K  KH2 
  7 of 8: NAACP questionnaire  Hook, K  KH2 
  8 of 8: City PTA Council   Hook, K  KH2 
 Hartford Chamber of Commerce 
  Correspondence 1959-1960     KH2 
  Newsletters Mar 1960-Apr 1961 (inclusive)   KH2  
 Hartford Democratic Platform Committee 
  1 of 4: Platforms for 1967 and 1969    KH2 
    (Also Liberal Platform for 1969) 
  2 of 4: Drafts for Democratic Platforms    KH2 
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  3 of 4: Correspondence and generals notes   KH2 
  4 of 4: Assorted articles and newsclippings   KH2 
    (Jan-Aug 1969 non inclusive) 
 Hartford Politics, c. 1969       KH2 
 Hartford Politics, c. 1970s       KH2 
 Hartford Politics, c. 1980s       KH2 
 Local Political 
  1 of 3: Correspondence      KH2 
  2 of 3: Campaign Literature     KH2 
  3 of 3: Newsclippings      KH2 
 National Conference of Christians and Jews c. 1960s-1970s  
 1 of 2: Literature       KH2 
  2 of 2: Newsclippings      KH2 
Negro Week Fundraiser 
1 of 2: Correspondence, Testimonial Dinner program  KH2 
2 of 2: Newsclippings      KH2 
Practical Politics       KH2 
S.B. Opinion in case of Hobson, et al v. Hanson, et al  KH2 
Talks:  
Am Citizenship and World Order  Hook, K  KH1 
 Civitan Talk     Hook, K  KH1 
 Jewish War Vets Talk   Hook, K  KH1  
 Polish Constitution Talk   Hook, K  KH1 
 Talk: CABE     Hook, K  KH1 
 Talks: 1965-1959    Hook, K  KH1 
 Talks: 1960-1961    Hook, K  KH1 
 Talks: 1962     Hook, K  KH1 
 Talks: 1963     Hook, K  KH1 
 Talks: 1964     Hook, K  KH1 
 Talks: 1965-1966    Hook, K  KH1 
 Talks: 1967     Hook, K  KH1 
 Ukrainian Talk    Hook, K  KH1 
Voter’s Presidential Handbook, c. 1960     KH2 
Horton-vs-Meskill  (School financing suit)  Fischer, G  B4 
House Histories folder 1 of 2: Paper and Negs Stanley, J  B10 
Houses Profiled: 40 Allen Place; 65-67 Brownell Ave; 533 
Washington Street 
House Histories folder 2 of 2: extra photos Stanley, J  B10 
Allen Place, Brownell Ave, Jefferson Street, Lincoln Street, Madison 
Street, Vernon Street, no ID (4) for a total of 40 Shots 
How Hartford’s Teens Perceive Violence   Snyder, L  B10 
How the Other Half Lived  (6 copies)   Pawlowski, R  B8a 
How the Other Half Lived     Pawlowski, R  O5 
How the Other Half Lived: …guide to Am. Historic Sites   O7 
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Hunger and Homelessness in Hartford   Natar, S  B8a 
 
I 
Identity in Mashpee-Native Americans   Clifford, J  B3 
Identity and Power: Puerto Ricans in Htfd  Cruz, J  B3a 
If Only I Wore a Coat and Pants    Teed, M  B10 
Image Creation in Armsmear    Schmidt, D  B9 
Immigrants: 
Immigrant Settlements in CT, 1938  Koeing, S  B8 
Immigrants in Connecticut    Stave, B  B10 
Making Hartford Home    Stave, B  B10 
 Race, Nationality and the New Immigrant Barrett & Rodiger B1 
Immigration, Americanization, Anarchists—Selected from State Archives B7 
Inception of Brainard Airport    Halpin, P  B5 
Industrial Firms in Hartford    Enders, J  B4 
Inside Hartford-A Guide to City Government     O5 
Institute for Community Research (ICR): 
 ICR Research—RSA Profile of Hartford     B7 
  Note: see also Neighborhood Collection; copy of individual reports  
  in each folder 
Interviews with Jazz Musicians; Holt, H & Sliver, H Harris, T  B5 
Institute of Living (IOL, Hartford Retreat for the Insane): 
 Institute of Living (folder contains material relating to their history) B7 
 Institute of Living-175 Years   Clouette&Deslands B3 
 Institute of Living: “Myth, Minds and Medicine”    B7 
Olmsted, F L; Designs for Htfd Retreat/Insane La Frenier, L  B8 
Penniless Maniacs     Wilbur, D  B11 
IRA and Hartford      Hazelton, T  B7 
Island in the Insurance City, An    Pawlowski, R  B8a 
Italian Immigrants—2 Families    Gesualdi, S  B4 
Ives, Lawson C: 
Lawson C Ives and the Ives Widow’s Homes Ross, P  B9 
 
J 
Jewish Banker’s Union     Lenzi, R  B8 
Jewish Community in Hartford: 
 Charter Oak Temple     Rivera, L  B9 
Effects of WW2     Varat, B  B11 
Emergence of Hartford Jewish Community Hausman, J  B7 
Informal Loan Assoc and Hartford Jews  Hill, J   B7 
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Jewish Banker’s Union    Lenzi, R  B8 
Jewish Federation: Profile of our Jewish Community   B7 
Jewish Historical Society       B7 
Jewish War Vets Talk    Hook, K  KH1 
Stamford’s Jewish Community   Koeing, S  B8 
Johnson, C: 
  Negro Population of Hartford, c. 1921; 2 unbound copies  O6 
Negro Population of Hartford, c. 1921; 3 bound copies  O6 
Jones, Rodney 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2     OH 
Journal of American History, The       O1 
 V 84 #1, #4; V 85 #1, #2, #3, #4; V 86 #1, #2, #4; V 87 #1, #2 
Juvenile Crime:  
 19th Century Juvenile Crime   Wilbur, D  B11 
Crime in Hartford 1956-1966   Vasscur, D  B11 
Juvenile Detention in Hartford   Bradley, C  B2 
Report of Joint special Comm on Subject of Juveniles c. 1863 B9 





Labor and the Left in Hartford    Lenzi, R  B8 
Labor Cases, Connecticut (NAACP-II-A-343)     N/N 
Labor History (folder contains brochures and newsletters)   B8 
Labor Union History      Driscoll, J  B3a 
Labor Participation in Grass Roots Movements  Fitzgerald&Simm… B4 
Labor Unrest, Connecticut 1877-1907   Corrigan, D  B3a 
Landmarks: 
 Adriaen’s Landing     Dixon, S  B3a 
 Armsmear: 
Colt-Armsmear       B3 
Image Creation in Armsmear  Schmidt, D  B9 
Bushnell Park        B2 
 Bushnell Park     Hallisey, M  B5 
 Bushnell Park     Jones, T  B8 
 Butler-McCook Home, Main St      B2 
 Charter Oak, The     Bliss, S  B2 
 Charter Oak Cultural Center      B3 
 Charter Oak Temple     Rivera, L  B9 
 The Cheney Building    Edwards, J  B4 
 Colt Exhibit mini catalogue (for Wadsworth Exhibition)   B3 
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 Connecticut State Library (CSL)      B3a 
  CSL Archive Guides       B3a 
 Connecticut State Library/Court Building  Corrigan, D  B3a 
 Constitution Plaza History       B3a 
 Hartford Cemeteries       B6 
 Hartford Retreat for the Insane: see Institute of Living 
 Hartford Skywalk     Virgin, S G  B11 
 Hartford’s Polish Home    Kaminski, S  B8 
 Linden, The      Lang, J  B8 
 Old Statehouse of 1796    Knowlton, M  B8 
Riverfront: 
 Riverfront Recapture Annual Report (c. 2000-01)  B9 
Soldiers and Sailors Memorial Arch  Fannon, P  B4 
Veldrome         B11 
Wadsworth Atheneum       B11 
Langs, Chrishaun 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2     OH 
Langs, Zyretha 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2     OH 
Language Barriers and Healthcare   Freilich  B7 
  In Folder: Health and Human Rights Papers 
Latinos: 
Aids/Latinos (newsletter from Jun 1993)     B1 
Connecticut Minorities       CF 
Decade of Change: P.R. Politics in Hartford Cruz, J  B3a 
Fighting for the City     Cruz, J  B3a 
History of Puerto Rican Community in Htfd Pawlowski, R  B8a 
Identity and Power: Puerto Ricans in Htfd Cruz, J  B3a 
Minorities and Fine Arts Museums in US  Marzio, P  B8 
Perez, Eddie 
 Call Him Mr. Alcalde    McKee, C  B8 
Poetics and Politics of Hispanic Art  Livingston&Beards.. B8 
Puerto Rican Awards Dinner 2001 program    B9 
Puerto Rican Migration into Park Street  Hall, K   B5 
Puerto Rican Poverty and Migration  Morales, J  B8a 
Puerto Rican Radicalism in Hartford  Cruz, J  B3a 
Puerto Ricans: Immigrants and Migrants  Rodriguez, C  B9 
Spanish Language Press (clippings from 1992)    B10 
Lazlo, Mary 
 OHP-Mary Lazlo Interview       OH 
Leadership: Hartford’s Catholic Legacy      O7 
Leap of Faith       Brewer, D  B2 
Lebanon, CT (folder contains brochure on city’s history c 1940s)  B8 
Library Guides:         O2 
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 Connecticut State Library 
 Watkinson Library 
Life and Death of Joseph Watson    Pennybacker, S B8a 
Linden, The       Lang, J  B8 
Little, Paul 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2     OH 
Lockwood, James 
Case, Lockwood and Brainard, Htfd Printers Makala, J  B8 
Linkage reports 1985-1990        B8 
Loctite Corp Then and Now    Hopkins, M  B7 
Logiudice, Emmanuel and Sadie 
 OHP-Sadie and Emmanuel Logiudice Interview    OH 
Low Income Housing Problems—Hartford  Lyon, A  B8 
Lowland of Green Pianos, A    Herman, D  B7 
 
M 
McCook, John J: 
Desc. Of Photos from Papers of JJ McCook Weiss, C  B11 
History of the J J McCook Hospital  Conrad, C  B3a 
John J McCook and Social Management  Meunier, S  B8 
McCook and Tramps    Jones, T  B8 
Mahoney, Ed 
 OHP-Ed Mahoney Interview      OH 
  (Also present: Lillian Thompson, his sister) 
Magnet Schools: An Effective Solution of Sheff/O’Neil Kaminski, S  B8 
Making a Life…History of Jews in Hartford  Rosenbaum, J O8 
Making a Living: Wk Exp. Of Af Am in New Eng. Hall, R   O7 
Making Hartford Home     Stave, B  B10 
Mapping Change (War on Poverty), Folder #1 of 2, Sept 1996  O5 
Mapping Change (War on Poverty), Folder #2 of 2, Nov 1997  O5 
Marotto, Francis and Grace 
 OHP-Francis and Grace Marotto Interview    OH 
Marshall, Bernadeen 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2     OH 
Mashantucket Pequot Museum and Research Center    B8 
Media Perceptions of Public Housing in Htfd  Betterton, D  B2 
Medical Care: 
Hartford’s Maternal Milk Station   Runkle, J  B9 
Hartford’s Reaction to the AIDS Epidemic Schultz, D  B9 
 Homelessness in Hartford: 
Healthcare for Hartford’s Homeless Grandin, W  B4 
Homelessness Today and in the 1980s Weiss, C  B11 
Hunger and Homelessness in Hartford Natar, S  B8a 
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Hospital Care      Wheeler, S  B11 
Sanitarium Care for TB Poor 1900-1910  Wheeler, S  B11 
Saint Francis Nursing School History     B9 
Sex Workers Health     McNeil, K  B8 
Memorial History of Hartford County   Osgood, E  O7 
Memories of Hartford        O9 
Mercandante, Anthony and Mary 
 OHP-Anthony and Mary Mercandante Interview    OH 
Metro Bridge (Hartford Teens Newspaper)     B8 
Ministers in Hartford’s Civil Rights    Lerner, R  B8 
Military Service and American Workers   Horowitz, R  B7 
Milner, Thirman: 
 Thirman Milner—Elementary Sch. and Beyond Uline, C  B10 
Minorities and Fine Arts Museums in US   Marzio, P  B8 
More then Petticoats: Remarkable CT Women  Petrash, A  O8 
Mt Sinai       Lazarus, B  B8 
Museums: 
Beman Scrapbook Collection Index (Yale) Anon   B2 
Colt Exhibit mini catalogue (for Wadsworth Exhibition)   B3 
Connecticut Technical Museum Proposal     B3a 
Exhibits with a Pulse    Cole, M  B3 
The Lutz, Jr. Museum as Cultural Artifact Coffery, MM  B3 
Museum Studies @ Trinity College     B8a 
Wadsworth Atheneum: 
  Austen, Chick—A presentation  Anon   B1 
  Museum of the Modern: …the Avery… Mongeon, R  B8a 
Wadsworth Atheneum      B11 
Museum Guide:          O2 
 Museum of American Political Life 
 
N 
Nafis, Evelyn and George 
 OHP-George and Evelyn Nafis Interview     OH 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) 
 Annual Branch Archives, Connecticut (NAACP-II-C-265)  N/N 
 Biographical Files, Hartford (NAACP-II-C-24)    N/N 
 Civil Rights, CT (NAACP-I-C-224)      N/N 
 General Administrative File, Labor-Colt (NAACP-II-A-333)  N/N 
 General Office File-Housing (NAACP-II-A-308)    N/N 
 Geographic Files, Hartford 1940-1943 (NAACP-II-C-24)  N/N 
Geographic Files, Hartford 1948-1950 (NAACP-II-C-23)  N/N 
Geographic Files, Hartford 1951-1955 (NAACP-II-C-24)  N/N 
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 Hartford, 1912-1920 (NAACP-I-G-30)     N/N 
 Hartford, 1921-1922 (NAACP-I-G-30)     N/N 
 Hartford, 1923-1924 (NAACP-I-G-30)     N/N 
 Hartford, 1925-1927 (NAACP-I-G-30)     N/N 
 Hartford, 1928-1930 (NAACP-I-G-30)     N/N 
 Hartford, 1931 (NAACP-I-G-30)      N/N 
 Hartford, Jan-Dec 1932 (NAACP-I-G-30)     N/N 
 Hartford, Jan-Dec 1933 (NAACP-I-G-30)     N/N 
 Hartford, Jan-Dec 1934 (NAACP-I-G-30)     N/N 
 Hartford, Jan-Dec 1935 (NAACP-I-G-30)     N/N 
 Hartford, Jan-Nov 1936 (NAACP-I-G-30)     N/N 
 Hartford, Jan-Dec 1937 (NAACP-I-G-30)     N/N 
 Hartford, Jan-Dec 1938 (NAACP-I-G-30)     N/N 
 Hartford, Jan-Oct 1939 (NAACP-I-G-30)     N/N 
 Labor Cases, Connecticut (NAACP-II-A-343)    N/N 
 Labor Party (NAACP-I-C-394)      N/N 
 Membership Files, Bridgeport and Hartford (NAACP-II-C-249) N/N 
 Schools, Connecticut (NAACP-II-B-136)     N/N 
Suffrage (NAACP-I-C-407)       N/N  
National Urban League (NUL) 
 Advisory Committee Minutes (NUL-IV-C-49)    N/N 
 Affiliates File, Hartford, Connecticut (NUL-IV-30)   N/N 
 Connecticut Tobacco Association (NUL-I-A-1)    N/N 
 Department of Justice Surveillance Reports (NUL)   N/N 
 Hartford, Connecticut (NUL-I-D-98)     N/N 
 Hartford, Connecticut Child Care (NUL-IV-C-49)   N/N 
 Hartford, Connecticut Church questionnaires (NUL-IV-C-50)  N/N 
 Hartford, Connecticut Crime and Delinquency (NUL-IV-C-50)  N/N 
 Hartford, Connecticut Education (NUL-IV-C-50)    N/N 
 Hartford, Connecticut Employment (NUL-IV-C-50)   N/N 
 Hartford, Connecticut Field Staff Members (NUL-IV-C-50)  N/N 
 Hartford, Connecticut Health (NUL-IV-C-50)    N/N 
 Hartford, Connecticut Housing (NUL-IV-C-50)    N/N 
 Hartford, Connecticut Labor and Unions (NUL-IV-C-50)  N/N 
 Hartford, Connecticut Miscellaneous (NUL-IV-C-50)   N/N  
 Hartford, Connecticut Population information (NUL-IV-C-50)  N/N 
 Hartford, Connecticut Recreation (NUL-IV-C-50)   N/N 
 Hartford, Connecticut Special Agencies (NUL-IV-C-50)   N/N  
 Hartford Proposed Study (NUL-VI-C-49)     N/N 
 Historical Information and Special Events file (NUL-V-C-10)  N/N 
 Mark Jones, Researcher; notes on research    N/N 
 Migration Study-Final Draft (NUL-IV-E-86)    N/N 
 Migration Study Correspondence (NUL-IV-E-86)   N/N 
 NUL-State of Black Hartford      N/N 
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 Speaking Engagement, HTFD CT (NUL-I-G-161)   N/N 
 Union Questionnaire (NUL-IV-E-87)     N/N 
Native Americans in Hartford: 
 Identity in Mashpee-Native Americans  Clifford, J  B3 
Negro Population of Hartford, 2 unbound copies Johnson, C  O6 
Negro Population of Hartford, 3 bound copies  Johnson, C  O6 
Neighborhood Tipping: Blue Hills    Jones, D  B8 
New Alliance Party      Berlet, C  B2 
New Urban Conservatism     Simmons, L  B10 
Newsgirls, 1893      Jacobs, J  B7 
Newspaper Reality      Zednik, R  B11 
19th Century Dining and Entertaining   Barbeau, M  B1 
No Pretender: Johnny Duke, an American Original John, J  O7 
Northeast Association of Oral History      B8a 
Northend Neighborhood: 
Northend and African Americans   Jacobs, J  B7 
Number of Police in Hartford An Economic Anyalsis… Breiner, A, et al O8 
 
O 
Old North (Paper and Photos—2 folders)   Arneth, H  B1 
Old North, CT Trust Paperwork for   Arneth, H  B1 
Old Statehouse of 1796     Knowlton, M  B8 
Olmsted, Frederick Law: 
F. L. O; Designs for Htfd Retreat/Insane  La Frenier, L  B8 
Oral History of Hartford: 
 Northeast Association of Oral History     B8a 
 Oral History Project (S. Valocchi) 
  OHP-Publications: Memories of Hartford    OH 
  OHP-Publications: Voices from around the World  OH 
  OHP-How to do Oral Histories     OH 
  OHP-Bertha Anderson Interview     OH 
  OHP-Gladys Blade Interview     OH 
  OHP-Bulkeley High 1 of 2      OH 
   Transcript of interview from a student  
from class of 1970 
  OHP-Bulkeley High 2 of 2      OH 
   Consent forms, IRB, Newsclipping on the project 
  OHP-Frank Cortessa Interview     OH 
  OHP-Sarah Cramer Interview     OH 
  OHP-Eddie Davis Interview      OH 
  OHP-Leo Flamion Interview     OH 
  OHP-Rose Fortunato Interview     OH 
  OHP-Robert Furek Interview     OH 
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  OHP-Mary Gaddy Interview     OH 
  OHP-Mary Lazlo Interview      OH 
  OHP-Sadie and Emmanuel Logiudice Interview   OH 
  OHP-Ed Mahoney Interview     OH 
  OHP-Francis and Grace Marotto Interview   OH 
  OHP-Anthony and Mary Mercadnate Interview   OH 
  OHP-George and Evelyn Naftis Interview   OH 
  OHP-New Britain Pole      OH 
  OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2    OH 
   (Anonymous; Ashe, Harry; Bell, Deborah, Breemer, Joanna; 
   Canino, Cheryl; De Beatham, Lorraine; Elkey, Donald;  
   Elkey, John; Gonzalez, Eloise; Green, Kim; Green, Terrell; 
   Guy, Loren) 
  OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2    OH 
   (Hamilton, Chasity Rodriguez; Hannah, Jay; Jones, Rodney;  
  Langs, Chrishaun; Langs, Zyretha; Little, Paul; Marshall,  
Bernadeen; Orum, Nessa (with Caroll, Mary—firmer director  
of Project Concern); Pace, Dante; Satchell, Lawrence; 
Satchell, Renita; Shelton, Cheryl; Shelton, Marcia;  
Walters, Wanda) 
  OHP-Leo Pugliese Interview     OH 
  OHP-Sylvia Schlossberg Interview     OH 
  OHP-Delores Simmons Interview     OH 
  OHP-Taponga Interview      OH 
  OHP-Beatrice Thorne Interview     OH 
  OHP-Luch V Vigione Interview     OH 
  OHP-Ada Wolf Interview      OH 
  OHP-Sebastian Zappolla Interview    OH 
  OHP-Margaret Zartarian Interview    OH 
  OHP-Oral History Transcripts     OH 
This folder seems to contain student papers based on the 
transcripts housed in the Oral History Project files 
  OHP-Drafts        OH 
  OHP-Request from Audrey Cole     OH 
This folder contains a request from Cole to interview Robert 
Bliss and Rodger Ladd 
Oral History Project with Boce Barlow, Jr  Gordon, A  B4 
PC-Consent Forms for Oral History     B9 
RAW Oral History Project       B9 
Riots Project      Mazzotta, C  B8 
Orum, Nessa 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2     OH 
  (Also present Mary Caroll, former director of Project Concern) 
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 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2     OH 
People for Change      Sorkhi-Laleoo, M B10 
People’s History: The Story of HART   HART   O7 
Perez, Eddie: 
Call Him Mr. Alcalde     McKee, C  B8 
Perkins: 
Perkins Family        B8a 
Perspectives: American Historical Association Newsletter   B8a 
Peters, Mike: 
Mike Peters      McKee, C  B8 
Pfiel Seminar:  
 PS Paper: Hartford Film Project 1969-70  Donahue, et al B8a 
Philadelphia Negro, The     Dubois  B3a 
Photo Documentary Seminar       B8a 
Photo Exhibit: HSP 
 #1 of 5: Spring 1999       B8a 
 #2 of 5: Spring 1999 mailing list      B8a 
 #3 of 5: Spring 2000       B8a 
 #4 of 5: Photo Releases       B8a 
 #5 of 5: Information on Photodocumentary    B8a 
Photo Exhibition: “Who’s in Charge?”   Smithsonian Inst. B8a 
Plan of the City of Hartford        O7 
Planning in Hartford 1907-1942    Bell, Gordon  B2 
Poetics and Politics of Hispanic Art   Livingston&Beards.. B8 
Political Context of Htfd’s Memorial Arch   Pagliuco, C  B8a 
Politics: 
 Critical Elections and Partisan Realignment Alverez & True B1 
 Intergovernmental Regime and Public Policy Burns, P  B2 
 New Alliance Party     Berlet, C  B2 
Pope, Coronel Alexander 
Pope’s Influence on Early Auto Production Dickerson, C  B3a 
Pope Manufacturing: 
 Pope Manufacturing Co. Corporate Geneology   B8a 
Porter, Solomon: 
Merchant of Hartford    Swigert, S  B10 
Poverty: 
Urban Decline and Poverty    Virgin, S G  B11 
Preliminary Research for “Life Histories…”  Rose, E  B9 
Primary Materials in Hartford       B9 
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Primus, Rebecca: 
 Beloved Sister…Primus and Addie Brown  Griffin, F  O7 
 Primus Papers     Beeching, B  B2 
 Remembering Rebecca Primus   Beeching, B  B2 
Prince Saunders: 
 Dr J Watrus and Prince Saunders   Snyder, K  B10 
Professional Baseball in Hartford    Corbiel, A  B3a 
Profiles of Black Churches     Hays, K  B7 
Progressive City  (excerpt from text feat. Hartford)  Claval, P  B3 
Project Concern (PC): 
Cards (information cards)     Small Black Boxes 
Caroll, Mary (former director of Project Concern) 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2    OH 
 (Also present Nessa Orum) 
 Harvard 1965 Study        B7 
 Harvard: Schools for Hartford      B7 
 Horton-vs-Meskill  (School financing suit) Fischer, G  B4 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 1 of 2    OH 
   (Anonymous; Ashe, Harry; Bell, Deborah, Breemer, Joanna; 
   Canino, Cheryl; De Beatham, Lorraine; Elkey, Donald;  
   Elkey, John; Gonzalez, Eloise; Green, Kim; Green, Terrell; 
   Guy, Loren) 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2    OH 
   (Hamilton, Chasity Rodriguez; Hannah, Jay; Jones, Rodney;  
  Langs, Chrishaun; Langs, Zyretha; Little, Paul; Marshall,  
Bernadeen; Orum, Nessa (with Caroll, Mary—former director  
of Project Concern); Pace, Dante; Satchell, Lawrence; 
Satchell, Renita; Shelton, Cheryl; Shelton, Marcia;  
Walters, Wanda) 
 Orum, Nessa 
  OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2    OH 
  (Also present Mary Caroll, former director of Project Concern) 
 Project Concern in W Htfd 1966-1996  Billings, M  B2 
 PC-Consent Forms for Oral History     B9 
 PC-Enrollment Info        B9 
 PC-List of Materials in the HSP Collection    B9 
 PC-Recommendations of the PC Task Force c. 1996   B9 
 PC-Report of the Superintendant’s Committee to Improve PC  B9 
Prospect Ave: Farmington Ave to Albany Ave   Edwards, J  B4 
Prospect Ave: Farmington Ave to Fern St.  Edwards, J  B4 
Prospect Ave: Fern St to Asylum Ave   Edwards, J  B4 
Public Historian         O8 
Puerto Rican in New York and other Sketches  Colon, J  O7 
Puerto Rican Migration into Park Street   Hall, K   B5 
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Puerto Rican Radicalism in Hartford   Cruz, J  B3a 
Puerto Ricans: Immigrants and Migrants   Rodriguez, C  B9 
Pugliese, Leo 
 OHP-Leo Pugliese Interview      OH 





Race and Ethnicity in Costal Communities of CT Miller&Pennybacker B8 
Race and Ethnicity in US Labor Struggles  Asher&Stephenson B1 
Race and Episcopal Church 1888—J Greene  Conrad, B  B3a 
Racial Bias in Court System    Ewing, Jack  B4 
Racial Composition and Sale Price of Homes-Htfd Pinhel & Rand B8a 
Railroad Industry and Union Station   Davis, Q  B3a  
Real Artways (RAW): 
 Real Artways-Hartford       B9 
 RAW Oral History Project       B9 
Rebuilding the Inner City (excerpts from)  Haplern, R  B5 
Remembering Connecticut: 
Remembering CT: African American Militias Brecher, J  B2 
 Remembering CT: Integration of Schools Brecher, J  B2 
Report of Joint special Comm on Subject of Juveniles c. 1863  B9 
Report of the Special Committee on Outdoor Alms c. 1891   B9 
Research at proKids Clinic     Cowan  B7 
  In folder: Health and Human Rights Papers 
Restoration of Austen House, The    Anderson, M  B1 
Revolt by the Establishment (Prohibition in Htfd) Flood, K  B4 
Riots of 1967-8      Krugman, A  B7 
Riots Project       Mazzotta, C  B8 
Riverfront Recapture: 




Saint Francis Nursing School History      B9 
St John’s Lodge, Middletown    Kylin, C  B8 
St Monica’s Episcopal Church    Holstead, J  B7 
Saloons of Hartford’s East Side 1870-1879  Leach, E  B8 
Saloons of the East Side, The (2000)   Baics, G  B1 
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Saloons of the East Side, The (2000-2001)  Baics, G  B1 
Satchell, Lawrence 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2     OH 
Satchell, Renita 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2     OH 
Saunders, Prince 
 Dr J Watrus and Prince Saunders   Snyder, K  B10 
Savage Inequalities, (excerpts from)   Kozol, J  B8 
Schlossberg, Sylvia 
OHP-Sylvia Schlossberg Interview      OH 
Section 8 Mobility in Hartford    Donovan, S  B3a 
Settlements of Htfd: Social Reform & Americanization Dunn, S  B3a 
Sewer Report (c. 1877)        B9 
Sex Workers Health      McNeil, K  B8 
Seymour, Mary T 
 Civil Rights—Seymour (folder contains a collection of articles) B8 
Sharing Stories      Various  O5 
Shelton, Cheryl 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2     OH 
Shelton, Marcia 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2     OH 
Sigourney, Lydia       
Sigourney, Lydia     DeLana, A  B3a 
Silver, Horace: 
 Interviews with Jazz Musicians   Harris, T  B5 
Simmons, Delores 
 OHP-Delores Simmons Interview      OH 
Sheff-vs-O’Neil: 
 Sheff Movement        B10 
 Sheff-vs-O’Neil folder 1 of 4: Final Decision    B10 
 Sheff-vs-O’Neil folder 2 of 4: Newsclippings #1-1989   B10 
 Sheff-vs-O’Neil folder 3 of 4: Newsclippings #2-1991-1998  B10 
 Sheff-vs-O’Neil folder 4 of 4: Newsclippings #3-2000-2003  B10 
Slave Governors in Hartford    Johnson, E  B8 
Smith, Virginia Thrall (2 copies in 2 folders)  Cohen, L  B3 
 See also: Field, K; From Benevolence to Women’s Rights  B4 
  (Catherine Beecher, Virginia thrall Smith, and Mary Hall) 
Social History of 3 Structures:    Kenny, M  B8 
  247 Washington St; 160 Fairfield St; 96 Webster St  
Soldiers and Sailors Memorial Arch   Fannon, P  B4 
Soldiers of the Soil      Johnson, F  B8 
Something in Common, Hartford 1970-1995  Pawlowski, R  O8 
Southside Institution Neighborhood Alliance (SINA)   B10 
Souvenir of Public Parks of Hartford      O9 
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Spanish Language Press (clippings from 1992)     B10 
Stamford’s Jewish Community    Koeing, S  B8 
State and Local Tax Systems, c. 1977      O5 
Statement of the Board of Selectmen for 1879, 1880    B10 
Steadman, Griffin: 
Steadman, Griffin, Jr: Student…   Mittica, S  B8 
Stowe, Harriet Beecher: 
 C E B and Harriet B Stowe    Snider, R  B10 
Streetcar Suburbs (excerpts from)   Warner, S B Jr   B11 
Struggles over Downtown Growth/Neigh. Stagnation   Neubeck&Ratcliff B8a 
Suffrage: 
 Suffrage (NAACP-I-C-407)       N/N 
Talcott, Mary Dudley Vaill: 
 Women’s Suffrage and MDVT  Shearer, G  B9 
Women’s Suffrage—“Women in Question”    B11 
Women’s Suffrage     McGuire, C  B8 
Women’s Suffrage     Simmons, K  B10 
Women’s Suffrage in Hartford   Roswig, E  B9 
 
T 
Tabor House II      Green   B7 
  In Folder: Health and Human Rights papers  
Talcott, Mary Dudley Vaill: 
 Hartford Diaries of M V Talcott, The  Talcott, M  O8 
Women’s Suffrage and MDVT   Shearer, G  B9 
Talking Trash—Hartford Landfill       B10 
Taponga 
OHP-Taponga Interview       OH 
They Blew the House Down… (HHA Scandal)  Arneth, H  B1 
This is the American Way from Silent Travelers… Kraut, A  B8 
Three American Architects     O’Gorman, J  O8  
Richardson, Sullivan and Wright 
Thorne, Beatrice 
 OHP-Beatrice Thorne Interview      OH 
Ties that Bind (Black migration to Hartford)  Close, S  B3 
Transportation  
 Connecticut Trolley Company   Schreck, T  B9 
 Demise of Trolley/Light Rail in Hartford  Pattacini, M  B8a 
 Hartford Trolley Lines, c. 1901      B7 
Trolleys      Zubko, A  B11 
Trolleys in Hartford     Abohm, D  B1 
Travelers Insurance Company: 
 Travelers (Folder contains brochure c. 1981)    B10 
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 Women at Colt and Travelers   Wlison, T  B11 
Trinity College: 
Entress, Albert: 
 Albert Entress: Master of Detail  Runkle, J  B9 
  (Entress carved several of the transoms over  
doors along the long walk.) 
History of Trinity College @ Turn of Cent. Wedge, L  B11 
Museum Studies @ Trinity College     B8a 
Trinity Black Student Sit-In—1968     B10 
Trinity Center for Neighborhoods (TCN)     B10 
Trinity College and Frog Hollow   Perry, E  B8a 
Trinity College’s Swimming Program  Williams, A H  B11 
Trinity and Hartford        B10 
Trinity History        B10 
Trinity Library: Microfilm sets in Collection    B10 
Trinity’s Early Football    Melnitsky, M  B8 
Twain, Mark (Samuel Clemmons): 
  Mark Twain in Hartford   Clemmons, S  B10 
  Misc. Articles/Short Stories   Clemmons, S  B10 
Twain, Mark House: 
 19th Century Dining and Entertaining  Barbeau, M  B1 
 “Bringing the Servants Back”   Gorman, K  B4 
 George Griffin, Mark Twain’s Butler  Gorman, K  B4 
Twain, Mark Masquers: 
 Hartford Theater: Mark Twain Masquers (Avery Mem Theater) B7 
Twentieth Century American City, The   Teaford, J  O8 
Twitchell, the Reverend J H 




Uccello, Antonia (Ann): 
 Analysis…Antonia Uccello as 1st Female Mayor Scorso, R  B9 
UE-UAW at Colt’s      Howard, S  B7 
United Way: 
 United Way Strategic Plan       B10 
Unity Lodge and CIO Left     Lenzi   B8 
Using Preservation to Build Communities   Moe, R  B8a 
Use of Public Space in Hartford (2 folders)  Baldwin, P  B1 
 
V 
Vigione, Lucy V 
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OHP-Lucy V Vigione Interview      OH 




 Atheneum and Chick Austen   Sasinski, M  B9 
 Austen, Chick—A presentation   Anon   B1 
 Museum of the Modern: Building the Avery… Mongeon, R  B8a 
Wadsworth Atheneum       B11 
Waging a War of Words—Htfd Newspapers  Percy, J  B8a 
Walters, Wanda 
 OHP-Project Concern Interviews 2 of 2     OH 
Warfare (two papers on art during WWII)  Ceglio, C  B2 
Warner, FG and the Warner Photograph Company Zell, B   B11 
Wartime Housing, East Hartford 1940-43  Hausmann, N B7 
Watrus, Dr John R: 
 Dr J Watrus and Prince Saunders   Snyder, K  B10 
Webster, Noah and the Anti-Slavery Movement  Chapman, W R B2 
Weeksville (Brooklyn NY Neighborhood)      B11 
Wellmar Rd #45 (Manchester)    Literico, D  B8 
West Indian Farm in Hartford    Duff, K  B3a 
West Indian Hartford     Allison, A  B1 
What Would America be like Without Blacks?   Ellison, R  B4 
Who Killed LA?      Davis, M  B3a 
Wolf, Ada 
 OHP-Ada Wolf Interview       OH 
Women and HIV      Woodhams  B7 
  In folder: Health and Human Rights paers 
Women in Hartford: 
Beecher, Catherine: 
  Catherine Beecher     Sklar, K  B10 
  (Excerpts from: Catherine Beecher: A Study in Domesticity) 
  C E B and Harriet Beecher Stowe  Snider, R  B10 
 Hartford Women Pilots in the 1930s  Spencer, P  B10 
Newsgirls, 1893     Jacobs, J  B7 
Women at Colt and Travelers   Wilson, T  B11 
Women War Workers    Dooman, M  B3a 
Women’s Benevolence & Women’s Aid Soc.  Robbins, K  B9 
Women’s Benevolence in Hartford  Field, K  B4 
Women’s Public Identity in 19th C. Hartford Todd, M  B10 
Women’s Suffrage     McGuire, C  B8 
Women’s Suffrage     Simmons, K  B10  
Women’s Temperance Union of Hartford  Ledoux, M  B8 
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Women’s Public Identity in 19th C. Hartford  Todd, M  B10   
Women’s Suffrage      McGuire, C  B8 
Women’s Suffrage      Simmons, K  B10 
Women’s Suffrage in Hartford    Roswig, E  B9 
Working-Class Americanism: the Politics of Labor… Gerstle, G  O7 
Working Class Americans book reviews   Gerstle, G  B4 
WPA Ethnic Study”      Eudy, J  B4 
WPA in Hartford 











OHP-Sebastian Zappolla Interview     OH 
Zartarian, Margaret 
OHP-Margaret Zartain Interview      OH 
 
